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U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is an independent,
by

Congress in

•

1957 and reestablished in 1983.

It is

bipartisan agency first established

directed to:

Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being deprived of their right to

vote by reason of their race, color, religion, sex, age, disability, or national origin, or by
reason of fraudulent practices;

• Study and

collect information relating to discrimination or

a denial of equal

protection of the laws under the Constitution because of race, color, religion, sex, age,
disability,

or national origin, or in the administration of justice;

• Appraise

Federal laws and policies with respect to discrimination or denial of

equal protection of the laws because of race, color, religion, sex, age, disability, or national
origin, or in the administration of justice;

• Serve

as a national clearinghouse for information in respect to discrimination or

denial of equal protection of the laws because of race, color, religion, sex, age, disability, or
national origin;

• Submit reports, findings, and recommendations to the President and Congress;
• Issue public service announcements to discourage discrimination or denial of equal
protection of the laws.
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Letter of Transmittal

The President
The President of the Senate
The Speaker of the House of Representatives
Sirs:

Enforcement of the

civil rights

laws of the United States by the Federal Government

is integral

and services as well as in
While constant evaluation of policy and efficient deployment of

to the effort to assure equality in access to jobs, housing, education,

the administration of justice.

available resources are necessary, adequate funding is essential to civil rights enforcement.

last Commission report on this subject published in
1983, and shows that resources provided for civil rights enforcement lag behind the workload

This study begins with the analyses in the

of the

new

mandates. "

•

enforcement agencies, a workload that has increased owing to enactment of
In this sense, civil rights legislation could be termed, partly, "unfunded
Some of the figures are stark:

civil rights

civil rights laws.

Staffing at the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health and

Human

Services

1996 will be half the level of fiscal year 1981. But complaints are
be 44 percent higher in fiscal 1996 than in fiscal 1981.

in fiscal year

projected to

•

At the Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights complaints are expected
120 percent higher in fiscal year 1996 than in
office, however, will be 25 percent lower in

•

to

be

fiscal

year 1981. Staffmg planned for that

fiscal

1996 than

in fiscal 1981.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

is expected to have 76 percent more
complaints in fiscal year 1996 than in fiscal year 1981. The projected staffmg level for

fiscal

1996

is still

lower than the staffmg of

fiscal

1981.

These figures alone do not tell the whole story, which includes compliance reviews forgone, less
than comprehensive investigation, and less litigation. Although, overall, resource availability
has improved, the bottom line is that persons entitled to the protection of the Federal
Government cannot be sure of receiving it, particularly on a timely basis. We urge you, through
provision of adequate resources, to ensure that the Federal civil rights enforcement agencies can
fill the mandate you have given them for full and effective enforcement of the Nation's civil
rights laws.

Respectfully,

For the Commissioners,

^x^

^'^^-^^'^^^/^^'^

MARY FRANCES BERRY
Chairperson
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INTRODUCTION
In 1983, the U.S.

Commission on

Civil Rights noted that the "civil rights laws create

a unique and basic obligation in the Federal Government to protect and enhance legal
In the Commission's view, this special responsibility includes an obligation to

rights.

This report

provide adequate budget and staff resources to enforce these laws."*

concluded, along with reports in the two preceding years, that budget reductions in the
resources allocated for civil rights enforcement were threatening the effective enforce-

ment of Federal

would

civil rights legislation.^

The Commission warned

that these reductions

"limit actual enforcement, undercut the deterrent effect of such enforcement

by

diminishing the credibility of potential Federal action, reduce the motivation and
assistance for those

weaken

who would

comply with

voluntarily

and

civil rights obligations,

State and local efforts to ensure equal opportunities."'

This current study

is

the first comprehensive assessment of the Federal civil rights

enforcement budget since

1983.

The study

examines the jurisdiction and

first

enforcement authority of six principal agencies of the Federal government charged with
civil rights

enforcement: (1) the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Education;

(2) the Office for Civil Rights

Civil Rights Division of the
nity

Commission;

(5)

of the Department of Health and

Department of Justice;

(4) the

the Office of Fair Housing

Department of Housing and Urban Development; and

Human

Services; (3) the

Equal Employment Opportu-

and Equal Opportunity of the
(6) the Office

Compliance Programs of the Department of Labor.

of Federal Contract

These agencies represent the

majority of the Federal civil rights enforcement resources.
In exploring the jurisdiction of the six civil rights agencies, the impact of
rights legislation

by

this study.

and executive orders on workload levels and

The budget analysis covers

the

first

and

last

staff demands is

administration

The

first

FY

1995 and

congressional process.

The

last

one

that the administration

report examines the resources requested

and funding actually appropriated by Congress for

civil rights

FY

budget for each

was the one developed by the administration's own appointees. The

budget for each administration was the

tion

civil

years for which budgets were

submitted for the Carter, Reagan, and Bush administrations and the

1996 budget requests of the Clinton administration.

new

examined

last

saw through the

by the administra-

enforcement.*

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Federal Civil Rights Conmutments: An Assessment of Enforcement Resources
and Performance, pp. 2-3 (November 1983) (hereafter cited as 1983 Budget Report).
' Ibid.; see also U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Budget: Fiscal Year 1983
'

(June 1982) (hereafter cited as 1982 Budget Report); U.S. Conunission on Civil Rights, Civil Rights:

a Special
'
*

Interest (June 1981) (hereafter cited as 1981

1981 Budget Report,

The data is

final

pay

A National,

Not

Budget Report).

p. 122.

taken from Ofiice of Management and Budget

raises, transfers

(0MB) and agency budget documents and may

not reflect

and/or supplements. This information should be accounted for in the actual obligations for

each year.

1

This study

is

not an enforcement report and does not evaluate qualitative measures

such as the efficiency of the workforce or the nature of discrimination. The report does
include examination of

many measures of enforcement output and outcomes that help to
The information in this report, unless

demonstrate the real impact of funding levels.
otherwise indicated, was drawn from

through
dollars.^

FY
The

deflators used are the

accompanied the

0MB and agency budget documents

for

FY

1979

All references to real funding are expressed in constant 1987

1996.

FY

same

as used

by

0MB in the Historical Tables that

1996 Budget.*

Overview of Enforcement Authority
Prior to the Civil Rights Act of 1957,' the Federal civil rights effort
the enforcement of a few post-Civil

War

was

limited to

criminal statutes by the Civil Rights Section of

the Criminal Division of the United States Department of Justice. Since 1957, Congress

and the President have expanded greatly the Federal

civil rights effort

through the

creation of additional substantive rights and additional enforcement agencies.

The major congressional and presidential landmarks affecting civil rights enforcement
Equal Pay Act of 1963;*

are: (1) the

(2) the Civil Rights

Act of 1964;'

(3) the

Voting

Rights Act of 1965;'° (4) President Johnson's Executive Order 11246 in 1965;" (5)
the

Age

Discrimination in

Act of 1968;"

Vm

of the Civil Rights
Employment Act of 1967;" (6) Title
the Education Amendments of 1972;" (8) the Equal

IX of

(7) Title

Employment Opportunity Act of 1972;" (9) the Rehabilitation Act of 1973;" (10) the
Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975;" (11) the Age Discrimination Act of 1975;"
(12) President Carter's Reorganization Plan No. 1" and executive orders^ relating to

'

Expression

power of

in constant dollars

the funds received.

accounts for inflationary trends, and more accurately reflects the actual purchasing

These adjusted values are referred

to

throughout the report as real fiinding or real

spending power.
'

U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Budget of the United States: Historical Tables, Fiscal Year 1996, Table

1.3, p. 17

Government

(Washington, D.C.:

^

Pub. L. No. 85-315. 71 Sut. 634 (1957).

*

Pub. L. No. 88-38, 77

*

Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78

'»

"

"
"
"
"
'•

Printing Office, 1995).

(codified at 29 U.S.C. § 206 (1988)).
241 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. {§ 2000a et teq. (1988 &. Supp. 1994)).
Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 445 (codified at 42 U.S.C. 5§ 1973-1973bb-l (1988)).
Stat.

56

Stat.

Exec. Order No. 11246, 3 C.F.R. § 339 (1964-65), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. { 2000e note (1988).
Pub. L. No. 90-202, 81 Stat. 602 (codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 621-634 (1988)).
Pub. L. No. 90-284, 82

Stat.

Pub. L. No. 92-318, 86

Stat.

Pub. L. No. 92-261. 86

Stat.

Pub. L. No. 93-112, 87

Stat.

81 (codified at 42 U.S.C. }§ 3601-3619 (1988)).
373 (codified as amended at 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681-1688 (1988)).
103 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-16 (1988)).
394 (codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 791 et seq. (1988)).

" Pub. L. No. 94-73, 89 Stat. 400 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973-1973bb-l (1988)).
" Pub. L. No. 94-135, 89 Stat. 728 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 6101-6107
" 3 C.F.R. § 321 (1978). reprinted in 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-4 note (1988).

*

E.g.. Exec.

(1988)).

Order No. 12067, 43 Fed. Reg. 28967 (1978); Exec. Order No. 12250, 3 C.F.R. S 298 (1981),

reprinted in 42 U.S.C. S 2000d-l note (1988).

equal opportunity in 1978-1979; (13) the Voting Rights

Amendments of

1982;^' (14)

Act of 1986;^ (15) the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1987;^ (16) the Civil Rights Restoration Act of
1987;^ (17) the Civil Liberties Act of 1988;" (18) the Fair Housing Amendments Act
of 1988;" (19) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990;^ (20) the Civil Rights
Act of 1991;^ and (21) the Voting Rights Language Assistance Act of 1992."
the Civil Rights for Institutionalized Persons

Several statutes, of those mentioned above, have affected significantly the workloads

of

the agencies

all

studied.

Beginning in 1978, the Reorganization Plan No.

1

employment opportunity enforcement program. The Plan
enforcement authority under the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the

restructured the Federal equal
transferred to the

Age

EEOC

Discrimination in

Employment Act of 1967, and

responsibility for duties regarding

equal employment enforcement in the Federal government.

The Reorganization Plan also

consolidated Federal contract compliance enforcement in the Department of Labor,
transferring the contract compliance activities of 1

1

agencies to the Office of Federal

Contract Compliance Programs.

The

Civil Rights Restoration

Act of 1987 also

significantly increased the

workloads

of agencies, such as the Offices for Civil Rights at the Departments of Education and
Health and Human Services, and the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity at
the Department of

Housing and Urban Development,

that enforce Title

VI of

the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, Title DC of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the

Age

Discrimination Act of 1975.

These

statutes

prohibit discrimination based on race, color, national origin, gender, disability and age

by any "program or activity" that receives Federal financial assistance. In response to
a Supreme Court decision that narrowly construed the definition of "program or
activity,"'" Congress passed the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, which restored
the definition to include all the operations of a recipient, so long as any part of the
recipient's operations receives Federal funds. This restoration

number of complaints received and processed by

A

third

had a major impact on the

the enforcement agencies.

major augmentation of enforcement responsibilities occurred with passage

of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, which substantially increased the authority
of the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity at the Department of Housing and

" Pub. L. No.
» Pub. L. No.
" Pub. L. No.
^ Pub. L. No.
» Pub. L. No.
^ Pub. L. No.
*'
Pub. L. No.

*
»
*

97-205, 96

Stat.

131 (1982).

96-247, 94

Stat.

349

(codified at

42 U.S.C. §§ 1997-1997J

(1988)).

of U.S.C.)

100-242, 101

Stat.

1815 (codified

100-259, 102

Stat.

100-383. 102

Stat.

10(M30, 102

Stat.

101-336, 104

Stat.

Pub. L. No. 102-166, 105

Stat.

28 (codified at icattered sections of U.S.C).
904 (codified at 50 U.S.C. S§ 1989b-1989b-8 (1993)).
1619 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. S§ 3601-3619, 3631 (1988).
327 (codified at 42 U.S.C. S§ 12101-12213 (Supp. 1994)).
1071 (codified at scattered sections of 2 U.S.C. and 42 U.S.C).

Pub. L. No. 102-344, 106

921 (1992).
465 U.S. 555 (1984) (holding that 'program or
to which the Federal funds are directed).

See Grove City CoUtge

particular

program or

v.

activity

at icattered lectjons

Stat.

Bell,

activity" applies only to the

Urban Development and
adding two

new

the Civil Rights Division at the Department of Justice,

by

prohibited bases for discrimination and enlarging and strengthening the

administrative enforcement scheme.

Most

recently, civil rights enforcement responsibilities

were expanded

significantly

with the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and the Civil Rights Act

of 1991. The Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits discrimination against qualified
individuals with disabilities and provides coverage to some 43,000,000 Americans. Its
passage increased the duties of

agencies studied, but had the most impact on the

all six

Employment Opportunity Commission and the Civil Rights
Department of Justice. The workloads of these two agencies also were

operations of the Equal

Division at the

increased by passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which expanded the coverage of,

and remedies available under. Title

vn

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Overview of Budget Analysis
This study shows
civil rights

cuts,

that, as the

ground was regained

revived.

Commission warned, funding and

enforcement have diminished over the

Although

after

resources

FY

last

staffing provided for

15 years. After a period of severe

1989, and enforcement spending continues to be

have increased

responsibilities of these agencies also

since

FY

1989,

the

enforcement

have grown enormously, and the reductions

funding and staff continue to undermine our national enforcement of civil rights.

in

CHAPTER

1

Office for CivO Rights, Department of Education
In 1979, Congress enacted the Department of Education Organization Act,'
established the Department of Education

ernment, separating

The

it

(DOE)

in the executive

which

branch of the gov-

from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW).
from

act also transferred

HEW

(OCR)

Office for Civil Rights

all

The

education-related civil rights functions.^

enforces antidiscrimination provisions relating to the

dispensing of Federal fmancial assistance imder a variety of education programs and

OCR's primary

activities.

assistance

responsibility is to ensure that recipients of Federal financial

do not discriminate on the basis of race,

color, national origin, sex, disability,

or age.

Enforcement Authority
OCR's enforcement

responsibilities

antidiscrimination provisions: (1) Title

of the Education Amendments of 1972;*
1973;* (4) the
Disabilities

Age

Act of

are

VI of

rooted

(3) section

Under

Title

(2) Title

IX

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

n

n of the ADA, DOE is

for enforcement with respect to "[ajll programs,

containing

statutes

Act of 1964 ;'

Discrimination Act of 1975;' and (5) Title
1990.''

relating to the operation of elementary
institutions

five

in

the Civil Rights

of the Americans with

the "designated agency"

and regulatory

services,

and secondary education systems and

activities

institutions,

of higher education and vocational education (other than schools of medicine,

dentistry, nursing,

implement the

and other health-related schools), and

civil rights

libraries."*

OCR

also helps

provisions in several Department programs, including the

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act,' the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education
Act,'° and the

Magnet Schools Assistance Program,

Title

V, Part

A

of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended."

The many
education

recipients covered

by OCR's enforcement authority include:

and rehabilitation agencies and

rehabilitation agencies of the District of

'

'
'

*
'

*
'
*

»

Pub. L. No. 96-88, 96 Stat. 668
20 U.S.C. § 3413 (1988).

42
20
29
42

(codified at

their

subrecipients;

the

all

State

education

and

Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,

20 U.S.C. J§ 3401

et «cq. (1988)).

U.S.C. §§ 2000d-2000d-7 (1988).
U.S.C. §§ 1681-1688 (1988).
U.S.C. 5 794 (1988).
U.S.C. 5§ 6101-6107 (1988).

42 U.S.C. }§ 12131-12165 (Supp. 1994).
28 C.F.R. § 35.190(b)(2) (1993).
Pub. L. No. 94-142, 89 Stat. 773,
amended by Pub. L. No. 101-476. 104

u

Stat.

U.S.C. 5§ 1400 et «eq. (Supp. 1994)).
" Pub. L. No. 98-524. 98 Stat. 2435 (codified at 20 U.S.C. f S 2301 et acq. (1988)).
" Pub. L. No. 103-382, 108 Stat. 3690 (codified at 20 U.S.C. S 7201 (Supp. 1994)).

1141 (1990) (codified

at

20

American Samoa, Guam, Wake

the Canal Zone,

Island,

and the

and

territories

possessions of the United States; virtually every school district and postsecondary
institution;
facilities;

museums, and correctional

thousands of proprietary schools, libraries,

and any other

institutions that receive financial assistance

from the Department

of Education.

Enforcement Procedures
OCR's enforcement activities

include complaint investigations, compliance reviews,

corrective action plan monitoring, enforcement litigation, policy development and

dissemination.

Methods of Administration (MOA) reviews. Magnet Schools Assistance

Program reviews, complainant appeals, higher education desegregation plan reviews,
technical assistance activities, the Quality Review Program, and Memoranda of
Understanding.

OCR

The majority of

staff

and resources are devoted to complaint

investigations and compliance reviews.
If

OCR determines,

following a complaint investigation or compliance review, that

a violation has occurred, an attempt
recipient.
it

initiates

If

OCR cannot obtain

is

made

to achieve voluntary

voluntary compliance,

it

compliance by the

proceeds in one of two ways:

an administrative enforcement proceeding seeking to terminate Federal

financial assistance, or

it

refers the matter to the

Department of Justice

to

seek injunctive

relief in Federal court.

Budget Analysis
During the 1980s, resources requested for the
and

2).

In real terms, the

FY

OCR

dropped steadily (see tables

1989 request of $41,000,000 was 36 percent below the

1981 request of $46,915,000.

The

1

FY

resources appropriated by Congress dropped also

during this period, from $46,915,000 to $41,635,000, a decline, in real spending power,

of 36 percent (see figure

1).

As a consequence,

staffing fell substantially (see figure 2).

Although Congress attempted during the mid-1980s

to-

supplement

its

budget,

OCR

failed to utilize available funding, and, further, restricted hiring, diverted funds for

obligations to cover overall departmental costs, and allowed millions of dollars to lapse

back

to the Treasury.

amount requested by

For example,

in

FY

1983 Congress appropriated $44,868,000, the

the administration, for

OCR activities was $38,907,0(K).

OCR,

but the amount actually obligated for

Five million dollars of

OCR's

total

appropriation

obligated to pay for postal costs attributable to general departmental purposes."

'^

U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on the Departments of Labor, Health and

Related Agencies of the Committee, on Appropriations , Departments ofLabor,

and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1985, 98th Cong., 2d
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights) (hereafter cited as

was

FY

Services, Education, and

Heabh and Human Services, Education,

1426 (testimony of Harry Singleton,
1985 Appropriations Hearing).

Sess., 1984, p.

DOE/OCR

Human

In

TABLE 1
DOE/OCR Furufng
(In

current dollars)

Year

History

RGURE

1

DOE/OCR Fuming

Kstoiy, 1981-1996,

in

1987

Dobn

MUllona

1981

1»82

10B3

1»S4

IOCS

lOSS 1987

1960

1989

1990

1091
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1992 1993 1994 1995 1998

1984
in

this trend continued,

FY

1985

OCR aUowed

with

OCR allowing

$2,448,000

$7 million

to lapse,

and

in

in

FY

funds to lapse." Similarly,

1986 allowed $2,569,000

to

lapse."

As a consequence of reduced
the administration,

OCR

appropriations,

compounded by spending

staff also fell dramatically.

1981, staffing dropped to 789

FTE in FY

From a FTE

level

shortfalls

of 1,099 in

by

FY

1989, a decline of 28.2 percent (see table 3).

This loss was particularly significant because, until 1987,

OCR

was under a court

order with respect to complaint investigations and compliance reviews, resulting from a

1970 lawsuit brought against

had found

OCR for failure to enforce Title VI.'*

that staff shortages contributed to

OCR's

failure to

The

frames for complaint processing, and that the Government was not doing
to obtain additional staff."
its

Even though the court held

that

court in

Adams

meet the court's time

OCR

all that it

could

was not upholding

obligation to adequately enforce the laws, the resources requested continued to

decline.

TABLES
DOE/OCR
Year

Staffing History

TABLE 4

As noted by Michael Williams,

Bush
was on conducting as many reviews

Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights during the

administration, "[ijn previous years,

...

the focus

as possible, and, as a result, the regions often conducted reviews of limited scope and

with limited impact on beneficiaries."^

Funding requests and appropriations for OCR both increased substantially from FY
1989 to FY 1993 (see tables 1 and 2). In real terms, the resources requested increased
28 percent. Congressional appropriations rose also, although not as greatly, increasing
17 percent in real spending power. In FY 1992 and FY 1993, Congress appropriated
significantly less than requested by the administration. With this increased ftmding, the
staffing level also began to rise, from 789 FTEs in 1989 to 862 FTEs in 1993 (see table
3).

The

ability

of

OCR

more rapidly was adversely affected by
For example, in FY 1991 the FTE ceiling was 820,
fimd 797 FTEs due to a need for ADP equipment, staff
had been delayed in previous years due to budget

to increase staffing

restricted funding in previous years.

but

OCR

training

was only able
and supplies

to

that

constraints.^'

This increased staffing was vital for

OCR given a rapidly increasing

workload.

One

cause for the increasing number of complaints filed with OCR was passage of the Civil
Rights Restoration Act of 1987. From the act's passage in 1987 until FY 1994, the

number of complaints received by

OCR increased

168 percent (see table

4).

OCR also

reopened over 5(X) complaints that previously had been closed or had too narrow a focus

under the restricted interpretation of "program or activity."^ In addition to an increase
number of complaints, OCR also experienced an increase in complex, multi-issue

in the

complaints, involving limited-English proficient students and AIDS-related issues.^

During

this

period of expanding workloads, staffing for

The increased complaint workload

OCR increased

negatively impacted on

only 2 percent.

OCR's ability

to carry out

compliance reviews, which began to drop steadily after FY 1988 (see figure 3).
Although this decline reflects to some extent the desire of former Assistant Secretary

Michael Williams to change "the focus of OCR's compliance review program from an

"(...continued)

Adams deadlines. See U.S.
Human Resources and Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee of the Committee on Government

deadlines, and persuading complainants to withdraw complaints that exceeded the

Congress, House,

Operations, Civil Rights Enforcement by the Department of Education, lCX)th Cong., 1st Sess., 1987, pp. 71, 173
(hereafter cited as DOE/OCR 1987 Oversight Hearing).
indicates that immediate disciplinary action was taken

DOE

and corrective measures put

in place.

"

U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Human Resources, Oversight Hearing: Office for Civil Rights,
Department of Education, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 1991, p. 15 (hereafter cited as DOE/OCR 1991 Oversight Hearing).
**
U.S. Department of Education, OtBcc for Civil Righu, Fiscal Year 1992 Budget Request, p. 17 (hereafter cited
as DOE/OCR FY 1992 Budget).

"U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil RighU, Fiscal Year 1990 Budget Request, p. 1701 (hereafter cited
DOE/OCR FY 1990 Budget). Prior to passage of the Civil Righu Restoration Act, investigations were restricted

as

to the

program or

activity actually receiving Federal funds, as

» DOE/OCR FY 1992

Budget, p. 17.
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mandated by the Grove City decision.

RGURES
DOE/OCR
Reviews

Staffing, Complaints Received

and Closed, and Compianca

1981-1994

Initiated,

200

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1994

1993

Fiscal years

~*~FTEs LJ Complaint* rscslved LJ Complaints closad

Q Compliance

revs,

begun

1B81 = 100; FTEt, 1,089; complaints received, 2,889, and closed, 3,321; compliance reviews, 136.

emphasis on overall numbers to an emphasis on impact,"^
to the increased complaint caseload

investigations.^
its staff

to

from 245

*•

FY

FY

1988

to

OCR

is

attributable primarily

was able

to

32

in

FY

1990 (see table

to

complaint

devote only 3 percent of
initiated

dropped

4).

1991 Oversight Hearing, p. 15.

» DOE/OCR FY 1992 Budget,

*

1990, for example,

it

to direct resources

compliance reviews." The number of compliance reviews

in

DOE/OCR

In

and the need

p. 14.

U.S. Depaitment of Education, Of&ce for Civil RighU, Fiscal Year 1990 Annual Report to Congress, p. 4 (hereafter

cited as

DOE/OCR FY

1990 Annual Report).
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As shown by

tables

1

and

2, the

FY

1996 budget request for

constant dollars, a decline of 6 percent over the

FY

OCR

represents, in

1993 request, although

it is

a 4.3

FY 1995 appropriation. Resources appropriated
FY 1995 decreased by 2 percent in real funding.

percent increase, in real terms, over the

FY

by Congress between

1993 and

Staffing has continued to drop over this period, even as the workload at

The

increased steadily (see table 3).
to a

proposed

FY

1996

FTE

FTE

actual

fits

FY

The

level of 824.

requests each supported 13 fewer

FY

level in

1994 and

than the previous year.

FY

FY

1995."

This reduction in

The

FTEs comes

projected to rise to 6,349 in
Additionally, in 1993,

OCR's

development,

OCR

from

resources

FY

FY

1996 budget request
at a time

when

the

1995 appropriation

fiirther

work

reduces the

announced a

strategic plan that

investigation

and technical assistance,

force by

FTE

level

number of complaints received

FY

1996, an increase of 20 percent over

complaint

has

These reductions were

part of the President's initiative to reduce the deficit and cut the Federal

100,000 by
by 9."

OCR

1993 was 863, compared

to

would

more proactive and

40 percent of

shift

compliance

reviews,

effective

mechanisms." Such a focus may not be possible with the reduced

staff

is

1994.^

policy

enforcement

and increasing

complaint caseload.

The

FY

1996 budget does request increases for travel and training, both integral

components of an effective compliance program, and program areas
in the past.

For example,

in

FY

1984,

OCR

that

have suffered

spent $1,010,000 for staff travel.

By

FY

1989, the amount obligated for travel had fallen to $615,000, but began to rise again,
reaching $843,000 by

The

FY

1994.

$54,000 provided for training

in

activities, resources for training

"

The

FY

1996 request includes $1,068,000 for

travel.''

request also increases funds for staff training, requesting $451,000, compared to

FY
and

1988.'^

With fewer

travel are

staff available for

even more

compliance

critical.

U.S. Depaitment of Education, OfiQce for Civil Rights, Fiscal Year 1994 Budget Request, p. 10 (hereafter cited
1994 Budget); U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil RighU, Fiscal Year 1995 Budget

u DOE/OCR FY

DOE/OCR FY 1995 Budget).
most of these cuts have come £rom the

Request, p. 11 (hereafter cited as

" OCR

indicates that

clerical staff,

and

that attorneys, with the use of

computers, have been able to maintain productivity.

^

U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil RighU, Fiscal Year 1996 Budget Request, p. 14 (hereafter cited

DOE/OCR FY 1996 Budget).
* DOE/OCR FY 1995 Budget, p.

•s

11.

" See U.S. Department of Education,

Office for Civil RighU, Fiscal Year

1986 Budget Request,

p.

386

(hereafter

DOE/OCR FY 1986 Budget); U.S. Department of Education, OfQce for Civil RighU, Fiscal Year 1991 Budget
Request, p. 4 (hereafter cited as DOE/OCR FY 1991 Budget); DOE/OCR FY 1996 Budget, p. 3.
« DOE/OCR FY 1990 Budget, p. 348; DOE/OCR FY 1996 Budget, p. 3.
cited as
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CHAPTER 2
Office for Civil Rights, Department of Heaith and

On March
(HEW).'

1,

Eisenhower

President

1953,

12,

Reorganization Plan No.

Human

transmitted

to

Services

the

Congress

creating the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

1979, enactment of the Department of Education Organization Act^

In

HEW of most functions relating to education, including civil rights enforcement
Congress renamed HEW the Department of Health and Human Services
authority.
divested

(HHS), leaving with
programs and
Rights

(OCR)

it

the enforcement of antidiscrimination provisions applicable to all

activities relating to health

and human services.

The Office

for Civil

administers numerous statutes that prohibit discrimination by providers of

health care and social services.

Enforcement Authority
OCR enforces Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,' Tide IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972,* section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,* and the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975,* which prohibit discrimination by recipients of Federal
financial assistance based

on

race, color, national origin, sex, age,

and

disability.

In

1978, Congress extended section 504 to programs and activities conducted by the United
States

Government

itself.'

Further expansion of

OCR's enforcement

responsibility with

respect to the protection of persons with disabilities occurred in 1990 with passage of the

Americans with

Disabilities

n of the ADA, HHS

is to

Act (ADA).* Under the implementing regulations for Title

ensure compliance in the following areas:

All programs, services, and regulatory activities relating to the provision of health care

and social services, including schools of medicine, dentistry, nursing, and other healthrelated schools, the operation of health care and social service providers and
institutions,

"grass

including

roots"

and community services organizations and

programs, and preschool and daycare programs.'

OCR

also has enforcement authority under the Public Health Service Act,

prohibits discrimination

on the basis of sex

in

18 Fed. Reg. 2053 (1953).

20
42
20
29
42

U.S.C. SS 3401 et teq. (1988).
U.S.C. 5§ 2000d-2000d-7 (1988).
U.S.C. S§ 1681-1688 (1988).
U.S.C. S 794 (Supp. 1994).
U.S.C. §§ 6101-6107 (1988).

Pub. L. No. 95-602, TiUe I, 9 119, 92 Stat. 2955
42 U.S.C. 5§ 12131-12213 (Supp. 1994).
28 C.F.R. S 35.190(b)(3) (1993).

(codified at

14

which

admission to health-related training

29 U.S.C. i 794 (Supp. 1994)).

programs funded under the

act,'"

and requires

provide health care services to

to

manner."

nondiscriminatory

Reconciliation Act of 1981

OCR

Finally,

(OBRA)," which

of race, color, national origin,

facilities assisted

by the Hill-Burton Act

persons residing in the service area in a

all

of the Omnibus

enforces provisions

requires nondiscrimination on the basis

disability, age, sex,

and/or religion in health care and

other block grant programs.

OCR
federally

estimates that approximately 230,000 group and institutional providers of
assisted

Recipients of

services

HHS

are

subject to

the nondiscrimination

funds include hospitals, extended care

facilities,

laws

it

enforces.

community mental

health centers, alcohol and drug treatment centers, family and children programs. State

and local public assistance agencies, adoption agencies, foster care homes, and senior
citizens

programs."

Enforcement Procedures

To

enforce the nondiscrimination provisions of these statutes,

OCR

relies

on a

compliance program that includes complaint investigations, compliance and other
reviews, monitoring of corrective action plans, and voluntary compliance and outreach

OCR

activities.

attempts to resolve

all

instances

However,

negotiation of voluntary agreements.

if the

of noncompliance through the
matter involving noncompliance

cannot be resolved voluntarily to the satisfaction of

all

parties,

OCR may

effect

compliance by "the suspension or termination of or refusal to grant or continue Federal
financial assistance or

by any other means authorized by law."" Such other means may

include: (1) referring the case to the Attorney General for enforcement proceedings; (2)

pursuing

HHS

administrative enforcement proceedings; or (3) the invoking of "any

applicable proceeding under State or local law.""

Budget Analysis
Of the six agencies
even in nominal dollars,

power of the

FY

studied,
is

HHS

below the

1996 budget request

is

the only

FY

is

This pattern of funding severely reduced

FTEs

for

FY

fell

OCR's

FY

1996 budget request,

Moreover, the

50 percent below the

appropriated by Congress over that same period
4).

one whose

1981 request.

FY

34 percent
staffing:

real spending

1981 level. Resources

in real

terms (see figure

the projected level of 274

1996 would represent a 47 percent decline in staffing since

FY

1981 (see

figure 5).

" 42 U.S.C. SS 295in, 298l>-2 (1988 &. Supp. 1994).
" 42 U.S.C. S 291c(e) (1988).
" Pub. L. No. 97-35, 95 Stat. 357 (1981).
" U.S. Depaitment of Health and Human Service*, OfBce
88 (hereafter
'*

cited as

HHS/OCR FY

1996 Budget).

45 C.F.R. § 80.8(a) (1993).

" U.

15

for Civil Rights, Fiscal Year

1996 Budget Request,

p.
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1992

1993 1994

1995

1998

The

largest decreases in funding occurred

from

FY

1981 to

FY

1989,

when

the

resources requested declined steadily, overall falling 40 percent in constant dollars.

Funding actually appropriated by Congress declined 27 percent (see tables 5 and
During
table 7).

this

The

same period, the

initial

FY

FTE level

dropped 34.3 percent, from 519

begun

6).

341 (see

1982 budget requested $28,249,(XX) and 690 FTEs, but was

revised by the incoming administration to $20,489,000 and 524 FTEs.
halted an initiative

to

in

FY

This curtailment

1981 to conduct additional compliance reviews, which

are considered one of the most effective tools in assuring compliance with Federal civil
rights requirements."
to

Instead, the

FY

1982 budget request reduced the

staff assigned

compliance reviews by 41 positions and focused resources on complaint investigations

as opposed to reviews and technical assistance."
Staff assigned to conduct compliance reviews continued to shrink throughout the

1980s.

In

TABLES

FY

1981, 153

FTEs were

assigned to conduct comprehensive compliance

reviews. These reviews included on-site visits, encompassed compliance with several
civil rights statutes,

and resulted

in remedial action benefiting a substantial

By FY 1984, 129 FTEs were

people.'*

TABLES
HHS/OCR Fund ng
(In

millions of

Year
1981

History

1987 constant

President's request

dollars)

number of

assigned to comprehensive compliance reviews,

and by

FY

During

1989, this number had fallen to 58 FTEs, a total reduction of 62 percent."

this period, the

beginning in

FY

coverage and impact of the reviews also changed, as

OCR,

1983, focused on project reviews, as opposed to compliance reviews.^

Project reviews were narrower and less complex than compliance reviews.

Specifically,

they were shorter in duration, generally did not involve on-site investigations, focused

only on a particular compliance problem or

civil rights statute,

and did not

result in

formal findings of noncompliance.^*

The compliance review

staff also

was responsible

for conducting pre-grant reviews.

Pre-grant reviews are mandatory and are required whenever a healthcare facility applies
to participate in the medicare

program. During the mid-1980s, the number of pre-grant

reviews rose substantially, due to changes in the medicare regulations that allowed
health

agencies

reviews.

to

resources

During

this

same period,

of 35 percent. °

for

home

compliance

the staff directed toward complaint processing fell also,

for carrying out

FY

1981 to

OCR's

civil rights violations.

By FY

FY

in

for

1989.

FY

1981 to 166

OCR's

in

FY

1989, a decline

The Office of General Counsel

In

for,

FY

and assisting the Department with,

FTEs were allocated
had fallen to 24 FTEs (see

1981, 62

1989, this level

TABLES
HHS/OCR

FTEs

Office of General Counsel also
is

fell

responsible

administrative enforcement procedures and for referring cases

Department of Justice

Counsel.

FTEs

Staff provided

dramatically from

Year

available

°

though not as rapidly, from 256

to the

reducing

thus

participate,

Office of General Counsel Staffing

1981-1989

litigation involving

for the Office of General
table 8).

Between
still

FY

1989 and

FY

were not sufficient to

1993, the decline in

manage

request, in real terms, reflected

appropriated by Congress

The

fell

OCR's budget

no increase over the

by 4 percent

staffing level continued to fall,

in real

FY

slowed, but resources

The

the increasing workload.

FY

1989 request.

1993 budget

The resources

spending power (see tables 5 and

by 9.4 percent, from

FY

1989 to

FY

6).

1993 (see

table?).

After 1987,

OCR's complaint

caseload began to rise dramatically (see figure 6).

HGURE6
HHS/OCR

Staffing

and Complaints Received, 1987-1994

190

170

150

130

110

1987

1968
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"^FTEi LJ Complaints

racaivad

1987 = 100; FTEi, 359; complaints racalvad, 1.148
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1992

1993

1994

TABLES
HHS/OCR Complaints Received 1987-1994
Year

FTEs

projected 274
level

by 21 from the

OCR's

FY 1996 (see table 7). The FY
FY 1995 appropriation.

for

resources have been reduced steadily, despite the fact that the

complaints received continues to

OCR will allocate 130 FTEs,

rise.

The

FY

Of

those 78

FTEs

or 47 percent of the

total staff, to

FTEs, or 28 percent of the
and

less

total

The

time will

OCR also will reduce the amount of time spent by investigators
OCR projects that, based on streamlined case processing, by FY 1996
will spend 25 percent fewer hours per case than in FY 1994."

on complaints.

HHS/OCR FY

that

complaint processing and

OCR will be more limited in scope,

be spent per case.^

investigators

number of

though, only 37 will conduct compliance reviews.

compliance reviews conducted by

FTE

1996 appropriation request indicates

increase the staff allocated to conducting reviews to 78
staff.

1996 request reduces the

1996 Budget,

p. 91.

Ibid, at 89.
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CHAPTER 3
Civil

Rights Division, Department of Justice

Since

its

beginnings in 1957, the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice

has grown enormously in terms of personnel and jurisdiction, and currently enforces a
broad range of civil and criminal statutes and presidential executive orders. Although
its initial

gate,

and

war criminal statutes, the Civil Rights Act
Under the act, the Division can receive, investi-

focus was on voting and post-civil

of 1964' greatly expanded
litigate

its

authority.

complaints of discrimination in places of public accommodation, in

owned by

schools and colleges, in public facilities

programs or

activities receiving

State or local governments, in

Federal financial assistance, and in employment. Since

1964, Congress and the President have given the Division additional authority to enforce
the protection of civil rights and liberties.

Enforcement Authority
The Civil Rights Division has 10

subject-matter sections, an Office of Redress

Management Section. The 10 units are: the
Appellate Section, the Coordination and Review Section, the Civil Rights Prosecution
Section, the Educational Opportunities Section, the Employment Litigation Section, the
Administration, and an Administrative

Housing and Civil Enforcement Section, the Special Litigation Section, the Disability
Rights Section, the Voting Section and the Office of Special Counsel.
In the area of education, the Division focuses on the elimination of segregation in

public schools and colleges and the eradication of discriminatory barriers that limit equal
educational opportunities on account of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

The

Division investigates and litigates cases under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,^
Title

IX of

the Education

Amendments of

Act of 1974,* and the Constitution.

may

1972,' the Equal Educational Opportunities

In addition, the Department of Education

(DOE)

refer discrimination cases to the Division for enforcement against educational

institutions, public or private, that receive Federal funds.

The Division enforces
ment:

(1) Title

Vn

the following statutes prohibiting discrimination in employ-

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,* as amended by the Equal

Employment Opportunity Act of 1972;*

(2) the

Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978;'

42 U.S.C. S§ 2000a et teq. (1988 & Supp. 1994).
42 U.S.C. 5§ 2000o-2000c-9 (1988).
20 U.S.C. §S 1681-1688 (1988).
Pub. L. No. 93-380, Title D, 88 Stat. 484 (codi£ed at 20 U.S.C. SS 1701-17S8
42 U.S.C. SS 2000e-2000e-17 (1988 & Supp. 1994).
42 U.S.C. S 2000e-16 (1988 & Supp. 1994).
Pub. L. No. 9S-5S5, 92 Stat. 2076 (codified at 42 U.S.C. S 2000e<k) (1988)).
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(1988)).

,

and

(3) the Civil Rights

State

Act of 1991.' Pattern and practice enforcement actions against

and local governmental units comprise the bulk of the equal employment

opportunity cases.

The Division

also enforces Federal equal housing laws that proscribe discrimination

in housing, the provision of credit,

and in places of public accommodation based on race,

color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, national origin, age or religion.

Division investigates complaints and litigates cases under Title

Vni of the

Act of 1968,' as amended by the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988,*° Tide
the Civil Rights Act of 1964," and the Equal Credit Opportunity

The Division

in the electoral process.

the

n

of

Act."

protects the rights of racial and language minorities, overseas citizens,

and voters who are blind, disabled, or

amended,

The

Civil Rights

illiterate

by eliminating barriers

The Division enforces

Voting Accessibility

the

for

to participation

the Voting Rights Act of 1965," as

Elderly

and Handicapped Act," the

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act," and the National Voter

The Division

Registration Act of 1993."

elections conducted in all jurisdictions,

brings lawsuits to remedy discrimination in

and also has the authority to commence a

civil

action against any State or political subdivision that has imposed or applied a discriminatory device or procedure."

The Division has

criminal jurisdiction over violations of the Federal constitution and

Federal statutes created in the days immediately following the Civil

Congress has included criminal provisions

in

some of

Under these

containing largely civil remedies.

rights (e.g., access to housing, voting,

its

modem

War."

In addition,

civil rights legislation

statutes protecting a variety

of Federal

employment, education, public accommodations,

allegations of criminal violations."

may receive, investigate, and prosecute
The Division also prosecutes persons engaged in

slavery or involuntary servitude.^

Recently, most of the latter cases have involved

and State-owned

facilities),

the

Division

migrant or undocumented workers and homeless persons.

42 U.S.C. §§ 2000c et icq. (Supp. 1994).
42 U.S.C. §§ 3601-3619 (1988). In 1988, Congress offickUy designated TiUe VTO of the CivU RighU Act of 1968
the "Pair Housing Act,* the name by which it was conunonly known.
'«
42 U.S.C. §§ 3601-3619, 3631 (1988).
" 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000a et seq. (1988).
" Pub. L. No. 93-495. 88 Stat. 1521 (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 1691-1691c (1988)).
" 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973-1973bb-l (1988).
" Pub. L. No. 98^35, 98 Stat. 1678 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973cc to 1973cc-6 (1988)).
" Pub. L. No. 99-410, 100 Stat. 924 (codified at 42 U.S.C. }§ 1973ff to 1973fr-6 (1988)).
•

'*

Pub. L.

No

103-31, 107 Stat. 77 (codified at 42 U.S.C. 55 1973gg-l to 19.73gg-10 (Supp. 1994)).

" 42 U.S.C. 5 1973j(d), 5 1973aa-2.
" 18 U.S.C. 55 241, 242 (1988).

"

E.g., 18 U.S.C. 5

245 (1988) (covers a variety of protected minority rights); 42 U.S.C. 5 1973j(a)-(c) (1988)
42 U.S.C. 5 1973aa-3 (1988) (voting rights of language minorities);

(ceitain voting rights involving race or color);

42 U.S.C. 5 1973bb(b) (1988)

*

(right

of 18-ycar-«lds to vote); and 42 U.S.C. 5 3631 (1988) (housing).

18 U.S.C. 55 1581, 1584 (1988).
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The

Division's Disability Rights Section has enforcement responsibility for Titles

and in of the

ADA,

which prohibit discrimination based on

disability in State

n

and local

government employment, public accommodations, commercial facilities, and the
programs and services of State and local governments. Approximately 80,000 State and
government

local

Under

Title

units

n

and 6 million private enterprises are covered by these provisions.

of the

act, the Section initiates litigation

upon

designated Federal agencies that conduct investigations under Title U.
the Section

is

referral

Under

from the
Title IE,

responsible for investigating complaints of discrimination in public

accommodations and commercial

The Section can

facilities.

initiate litigation

when

it

finds a pattern or practice of discrimination or an issue of general public importance.^'

The

Section also

to the public.

ADA

is

required to provide technical assistance to both covered entities and

Finally, the Section certifies that State

and local building codes meet the

accessibility requirements.

In addition to

ADA enforcement,

the Disability Rights Section has the responsibility

to coordinate Federal enforcement of statutes that prohibit discrimination
disability in

The

programs

on the basis of

that receive Federal financial assistance.

Special Litigation Section enforces the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons

Act (CRIPA), ^ which authorizes the Division to

institute civil

actions to

remedy

violations of Federal rights of persons at certain State or local residential institutions.^

Under

the act, coverage includes residences for the developmentally disabled, juvenile

facilities,

nursing homes, and correctional

facilities,

The

such as prisons and jails."

Federal rights protected at covered institutions include the quality of care,

living

conditions (e.g., adequacy of food, clothing, and shelter), recreational facilities, medical
treatment, supervision, training programs, and institutional violence against residents.

The

Section also enforces Title HI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,^ the

Freedom of

Access to Clinic Entrances Act,^ and section 210401 of the Violent Crime Control and

Law Enforcement Act
the ADA.

of 1994," and conducts Title

n

complaint investigations under

In 1988, the Division established the Office of Redress Administration after passage

of the CivU Liberties Act of 1988.^ Under
responsibility for providing

payments

this act, the

Attorney General was assigned

to eligible individuals of Japanese ancestry

were evacuated, relocated, or interned during World War n.

^ 42
^ 42
" 42
*•
U.
^ 42

U.S.C. § 12188(b)(2) (1988).
U.S.C. §§ 1997-1997J (1988).
U.S.C. S 1997a(a) (1988).
5 1997(1).

U.S.C. §§ 2000b et icq. (1988).
Pub. L. No. 103-259, 108 Stat. 694 (codified it 18 U.S.C. $ 248 (Supp. 1994)).
Pub. L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796 (codified at 42 U.S.C. { 14141 (Supp. 1994)).

*
"
" 50

U.S.C. 55 1989b

to

1989b-8 (Supp. 1994).
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who

In 1994, the Division assumed responsibility for enforcement of

§274B of

the

Immigration and Nationality Act," which makes it unlawful to discriminate in hiring,
recruiting, or discharging an individual because of national origin or citizenship status.
The Division also investigates and prosecutes charges of document abuse and retaliation

under the

act.

Finally, the Division has an Appellate Section,

which handles

all

Division cases

before the Supreme Court and the Courts of Appeals. This section also provides legal
advice to other Federal agencies and prepares Division legislative initiatives and

comments on

legislative proposals.

Coordination Responsibilities

The

Division's Coordination and

civil rights

enforcement

activities

Review Section

is

responsible for coordinating the

of other Federal agencies. This authority derives both

and from Executive Order 12,250 of 1980.*° The Section performs
coordination duties under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Title DC of the
Education Amendments of 1972." Among other things, the Division is given the

from

statute

authority

to:

regulations

(a)

develop and

for civil

responsibilities

rights

other agencies in

assist

enforcement;

(b)

aid

under antidiscrimination directives;

agencies; (d) encourage cooperation

memoranda of understanding;

among

developing guidelines and

other agencies
(c)

(f)

meeting their

among

the agencies, including the drafting of

(e) evaluate regularly the civil rights

with the goal of improving enforcement;

in

help resolve conflicts

establish guidelines to

laws and regulations

govern agency record-

keeping, reporting, and exchange of information; (g) create a program of cooperation

between Federal agencies and State and local agencies; and (h) train agency employees
to enforce civil rights proscriptions more efficiently and effectively.'' The Executive
Order imposes corresponding duties on the other Federal agencies to cooperate with the
Attorney General and thus the Division in meeting its respQnsibilities under the order.''

Budget Analysis
Resources provided for the Civil Rights Division from

FY

1981 to

considered in constant dollars, increased substantially (see figure 7).

FY

1995,

when

FY

1996

The

appropriation request reflects an increase of 123 percent in constant dollars over the

1981 request. The

FY

resources appropriated by Congress increased 126 percent in constant

*
*

8 U.S.C. S 1324b (1988).
Exec. Order No. 12,250, 3 C.F.R. S 298 (1981), reprinled in 42 U.S.C. S 2000d-l note (1988).
" 42 U.S.C. S 2000d-l (5 l-201(c)). The Section formerly performed coordination dutici under S 504 of the
A March 1995 reorganization transferred this responsibility to the Disability Rights
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Section.

«

Id.

S§ 1-202 to 1-207.

^Id.i

1-401.
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TABLE 10
DOJ/CRD Fuming
(In

current dollars)

Year

History

dollars

FY

from

1981 to

FY 1981 to FY
FY 1994 (see

1995.

Staffing for

figure 8).

At

CRD

the

also grew, rising 40 percent from
same time, however, the Division's

enforcement responsibilities were expanded enormously.

Funding for

CRD grew slowly between FY

1981 and

FY

1989. Resources requested

rose by 12 percent in real spending power, and resources actually appropriated increased

21 percent in real funding from
this increase in

388 FTEs

in

FY

1981 to

FY

1989 (see tables 10 and

FTEs

11).

in

FY

Despite

1981 to

1989, an overall decline of 4.2 percent (see table 12).

From FY 1989
compared

FY

spending power, staffing levels dropped from 405

to

FY

1993, the resources requested for

to previous years, rising

80 percent in

real

CRD

increased significantly

spending power. Funding actually

appropriated by Congress did not increase as greatly, but did rise by 64 percent in real

terms over the

FY

1989 level (see tables 10 and

Division was able to recover lost

FY

1989 to 497 FTEs in

FY

rise in resources

FY

The

resources of 11 percent over the

this

improved funding, the
in

This staffing level represented an

12).

1981 level.

provided for

1996 appropriation request.

With

11).

which increased 28 percent, from 388 FTEs

1993 (see table

increase of 21 percent over the

The

staff,

CRD

has slowed between

request for

FY

FY

1996 represents a

1993 and the

FY

real increase in

FY 1993 level. Similarly, resources appropriated by
FY 1993 to FY 1995. If approved by Congress, the

Congress rose by 13 percent from

FY

1996 request would provide for 569 FTEs, which

the

FY

1993

level.

TABLE 12
DOJ/CRD Staffing
Year

History

is

an increase of 14.5 percent over

Since

FY

1981, the general enforcement duties of the Division have increased

substantially.**

For example, the 1982 amendments

to the

Voting Rights Act expanded

the Division's duty to bring lawsuits challenging election methods that result in vote

These vote dilution cases are particularly complex, and require substantial time
The Voting Section also experienced increased workloads following the

dilution.

and analysis."

1990 census. The Division received 2,931
the 1980 census.

In comparison,

it

redistricting submissions for

review following

received 5,445 submissions in 1992 as a result of the

Moreover, the new types of voting practices and procedures are
more complex than those received a decade ago, and require the use of more
with higher levels of legal skills." The review and analysis of the redistricting

1990 census.'*
factually
staff,

plans following the 1990 census required the attention of almost

all

the Section staff, and

restricted its ability to undertake efforts in other areas.'*

The work of the Voting Section continued to grow with passage of the Voting Rights
Language Assistance Act of 1992," which extended and expanded the Voting Rights
Act to increase language minority coverage, and the National Voter Registration Act of
1993.*°

work, as

The Supreme Court decision in Shaw v. Reno*^ also added to the Section's
it became involved in defending the constitutionality of redistricting plans from

several States.

Another substantial increase

enforcement responsibility for the Civil Rights

in

Division occurred with passage of the Fair Housing
act created a

new

to initiate litigation in

have the case

Amendments Act of

1988.*'

This

administrative enforcement mechanism, which requires the Division

two

situations:

(1)

tried in Federal court as

HUD complaint elects to
HUD administrative process; and
while HUD completes its investigation

when a

party to a

opposed to the

(2) to seek prompt judicial relief when necessary
and disposition of a complaint. The Division has no prosecutorial discretion with respect
to these cases, which must be handled in addition to its traditional pattern and practice
litigation.

The new

familial status,

**
its

The

act also

expanded the coverage of Title Vni

and authorized monetary damages and

to include disability

civil penalties in

Division experienced a ligniiicant increase in responsibility in 1980 also.

and

housing cases.

Executive Order 12250 expanded

coordination and enforcement duties under Title VI and added authority under Title DC and section 504.

RighU of Institutionalized Persons Act. 42 U.S.C. 5§ 1997-1997J.
RighU Division, Salaries and Expenses FY 1989, p. 12 (hereafter cited as

Additionally, in 1980, Congress passed the Civil

" U.S. DepaiUnent of Justice,
DOJ/CRD FY 1989 Budget).
**

Civil

U.S. Department of Justice, Civil RighU Division. Salaries and Expenses

DOJ/CRD FY 1992 Budget).
" Ibid, at 16.
" Ibid, at 20.
" 42 U.S.C. §§ 1971 note, 1973aa-la (Supp. 1994).
* 42 U.S.C. 55 1973gg-l to 1973gg-10 (Supp. 1994). The Voting
civil
«'

enforcement of the

113 S.

« 42

Q. 2816

NVRA under 42 U.S.C.

5 1973gg-9(a).

(1993).

U.S.C. 55 3601-3619, 3631 (1988).
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Section

is

FY

1992, p. 20 (hereafter cited as

responsible for the Attorney General's

These changes

to

the Fair

Housing Act have increased both the number and

complexity of cases in litigation (see table 13). As shown in table 13, from October
1988, until

program

March

filed

12, 1989, the effective date of the Fair

6 housing cases.

In contrast, from

By FY

the Housing Section filed 21 cases.*^

March 13

discretionary cases.

than tripled between

until the

1994, the number of

the Section had reached 189 for that year, with 150

HUD

1991 and

FY

end of

new

FY

1989,

cases filed

election cases,

The number of non-discretionary cases handled by

FY

1,

Housing Amendments Act, the

by

and only 39

the Section

more

1994, rising from 39 to 150, thus reducing the

Section's capacity to bring traditional pattern and practice cases.^
In order to handle this increased workload, the

FY

1991 appropriation request sought

an increase of 24 FTEs for the Housing Section, and Congress appropriated funds for 23

FTEs. In

FY

funds for 22.

from

its

FY

TABL£13

1992, an additional 24

Thus by

1990

FY

FTEs were

requested, and Congress appropriated

1992, staffing in the Housing Section had nearly doubled

level, rising

from 39

to

75 FTEs (see table

14).

The focus on housing enforcement continued, with the announcement in 1992, of two
new initiatives under the Fair Housing Amendments Act. The first provided for the
creation and implementation of a new fair housing testing program, and the second
directed the Division to take the lead in the investigation of discrimination in home
mortgage loans. These initiatives have significantly increased the number of pattern and
practice suits filed

by

FY

by the Section. In

FY

1992, 18 pattern and practice cases were filed;

Of

1994, this number had risen to 39.

pursuant to the

new

testing

the 39 cases filed in

and mortgage lending

the Housing Section also continued to rise.

20 percent, from 75 FTEs in

FY

By FY

1994,

it

FTE

level

FY

by one from the

FY 1994. The FY 1995
FY 1996 budget request

The

1995 appropriation.

the Housing Section must be maintained in order to allow
discretionary pattern and practice cases, and not be

1994, 15 were

staffing level for

had increased ahnost another

1992 to 89 FTEs in

appropriation provides for a staffing level of 96 FTEs.

reduces the

FY

The

initiatives.**

it

The

to focus

staffing level for

on more

effective

overwhelmed by the mandatory

HUD

which normally represent only individual claims.^

cases,

The Division's obligation to prosecute civil rights violations was augmented in 1988,
when it assumed responsibility for a statute that proscribes interference with persons in
the exercise of their religious beliefs and the desti^ction of religious property.*' The
workload of the Civil Rights Prosecution Section has increased substantially since 1988.
From 1989-1991, 107 hate crime cases were filed, while, in comparison, only 103 such
cases were filed during the previous 12 years.**

Crimes

cases referred

to

the

FBI

for investigation,

prosecuted by the Division.

Finally,

number of cases

Freedom of Access

to Clinic Entrances

Act

Staffing for the Civil Rights Prosecution Section, however, has not kept

pace with the increasing responsibilities.
to

thus increasing the

and most recently, the Division was given

responsibility for prosecuting cases under the

of 1994.*°

from 43

Additionally, passage of the Hate

1991 was expected to generate an increase in the number of

Statistics Act*' in

40 FTEs

although the

FY

(see table 15).

1995 and

FY

From FY 1988

until

FY

1993, staffing dropped

The FY 1994 budget provided an

additional 9

FTEs,

1996 appropriation requests estimate a reduction of 2

FTEs.

**

U.S. Depaitmcnt of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Salaries and Expenses

DOJ/CRD FY
**

The

*'

*
*
*

Division already has begun delegating

more pattern and
18 U.S.C. § 247 (1988).

enable

it

FY

1993, p. 31 (hereafter cited as

1993 Budget).

to file

some of the nondiscretionary

practice cases.

DOJ/CRD FY

filing to

1996 Budget,

the U.S. Attorneys OHices, to

p. 20.

U.S. Department of Justice, Legal Activities 1992-1993.
Pub. L. No. 101-275, 104

Stat.

140 (codified

at

28 U.S.C. S 534 note (Supp. 1994)).

18 U.S.C. § 248 (Supp. 1994).
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TABLE 15
DOJ/CRD Staffing,
Year

Gvfl Rights Prosecution Section,

1988-1996

TABLE 16
DOJ/CRD Staffing, Coonf nation and Review
Year

Section,

1988-1996

1994.

In

FY

additional 10

1994, the Section

FTEs were

commenced

however, reduced the funding by 12 FTEs, leaving
than in

FY

The

1994.

FY

For

litigation in 15 cases.**

requested for the Section.

FY

1996 budget does not request any additional

staff,

Division estimates that the number of compliance reviews and investigations
will continue to fall, while the

1995, an

The congressional appropriation,
the Section with 46 FTEs, 2 fewer
and the

commenced

pending inventory will grow." As noted above, a recent

reorganization transferred 10 positions from the Coordination and

Review Section

Disability Rights Section, along with all disability-related coordination

to the

and enforcement

responsibilities.

Although the Civil Rights Division rebounded from
to

a

FTE level

in

FY

staffing reductions in the 1980s

1994 that was 40 percent higher than the

FY 1996 will result in
through FY 1998, the Division

FY

1981 level, resources

requested for

the first drop in staffing since

1996,

will

each year as a result of the Administration's streamlining
jurisdiction of the

CRD,

civil rights protections.

since 1988,

it is

* DOJ/CRD FY
" Ibid.

its

overall workload is affected

Given the

1989.

In

FY

initiatives.

Because of the vast

by nearly every expansion of

significant increases in enforcement responsibility

critical that staffing levels for the

1996 Budget,

FY

be required to absorb reductions of 13 FTEs

p. 24.
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CRD

be maintained.

CHAPTER 4
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Congress created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) with the

The EEOC's jurisdiction covers

passage of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.*
all

government employers, including Federal,

State,

and local

entities

and

their subunits,

employment agencies, educational institutions, and labor organizaenforcement responsibilities arise from the Equal Pay Act of 1963,' Title Vn

private employers,
tions.

Its

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,' as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972,* the
abilities

Age

Employment Act of

Discrimination in

Enforcement Authority
Under the 1964 Civil Rights
conciliate complaints of

and national

origin.

Act,

authority

EEOC originally only had power to investigate and

employment discrimination based on

If conciliation efforts failed,

terminated, and the charging party

EEOC's

1967,* the Americans with Dis-

1991.''

Act of 1990,* and the Civil Rights Act of

was augmented

Opportunity Act, which gave

in

EEOC

was obliged

to file

a private

EEOC

to

commence

in the matter

suit to obtain relief.

1972 with the enactment of the Equal Employment

power

to file suit in Federal court at the conclusion

of administrative procedures on a discrimination charge.
authorized

race, color, religion, sex,

EEOC's involvement

The 1972 amendments

also

"pattern or practice" suits against private employers.

Further, the act lowered the coverage threshold under Tide VII for employers and unions

from 25

to 15

EEOC's

employees or members.

jurisdiction took a second

transferred to the

EEOC, from

the

quantum leap

Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Age Discrimination

from the former Civil Service Commission
the

employment

of 1991). Title

1978-1979 when the President

to the

in

Employment Act of 1967, and

EEOC, enforcement

duties regarding

practices of the Federal Government.*

Another major expansion of EEOC's

Americans with

in

Labor Department, enforcement authority under the

Disabilities
I

of the

responsibilities occurred with the passage of the

Act of 1990 (ADA) and the Civil Rights Act of 1991

ADA'

(CRA

took effect on July 26, 1992, and prohibits discrimination

against qualified individuals with disabilities in job application procedures, hiring, firing.

42
29
42
42
29
42
42
42
42

U.S.C. §§ 2000c-2000e-17 (1988
U.S.C. S 206 (1988).

& Supp

U.S.C. §§ 2000e-2000e>17 (1988
U.S.C. § 2000O-16 (Supp. 1994).
U.S.C. S§ 621-634 (1988).

& Supp.

1994).

1994).

U.S.C. S9 12101-12213 (Supp. 1994).
U.S.C. S§ 2000e-2000e-17 (Supp. 1994).
U.S.C. § 2000e.4 note (1988).
U.S.C. 51 12111-12117 (Supp. 1994).
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advancement, compensation, fringe benefits, job training, and other terms, conditions,

The

and privileges of employment.'"

Americans and applies

to

ADA

about 660,000

some 43

provides coverage for

million

entities.

The CRA of 1991 expanded the coverage and relief of Tide Vn and overturned
Supreme Court decisions that had limited the scope of Federal laws addressing
employment discrimination. The CRA of 1991 broadened the jurisdiction of the EEOC
several

by applying equal employment opportunity coverage to persons employed
and to persons serving on the staffs of or appointed by State and

ially

officials,

and provided the

claims."

The

act also

EEOC

administrative process as the

amended Tide

Vn to expand

means

extraterritor-

local elected

for resolving such

the relief available to complainants,

allowing for the recovery of compensatory and punitive damages.

Both the

ADA

and the

CRA

of 1991 impose obligations on

to develop

a technical assistance plan for

entities

employers, and for other Federal agencies.

The

EEOC

The

the provision of technical assistance and outreach activities.

covered by the

CRA

ADA
ADA,

of 1991 requires

with respect to
requires

EEOC

about 660,000

EEOC

to carry

out educational and outreach activities and to establish a Technical Assistance Training
Institute.

EEOC

12067 for developing and

also has responsibility under Executive Order

implementing policies to maximize

among

duplication

effort,

promote

efficiency,

the various agencies in the Federal

and eliminate conflict and

Government responsible

implementation and enforcement of EEOC legislation. Further,
"to issue,

amend, or rescind

EEOC

suitable procedural regulations"'^ to

for the

has the authority

implement Tide

vn."
Finally,

EEOC

is

responsible for the annual review and approval of the equal

employment opportunity

plans, including affirmative

department and agency of the Federal Government."

employment components, of each

EEOC

reviews and evaluates the

operations of all agency equal employment opportunity programs, and provides guidance
to such agencies.'*

Enforcement Procedures

EEOC

enforces Federal prohibitions against employment discrimination through

investigation, conciliation, litigation, coordination, education,

and technical assistance.

" U. § 12112(a).
" The act made Title YD and the ADA applicable to persons employed extraterritorially. Approximately 2 million
Americans work for United States businesses outside of the U.S. The Aa made Title VII, ADEA and the ADA
applicable to employees serving on the staffs of or appointed by State and local elected ofQcials. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, Hscal Year 1993 Budget Request, p. 8 (hereafter cited as

"
"
"
"

42 U.S.C. S 2000e-12(a) (1988).
29 C.F.R. §§ 1601.1-1601.93 (1993).
See generaify 29 C.F.R. §§ 1613.201-1690.303 (1993).
See generaify 29 C.F.R. 5§ 1690.101 et scq. (1993).
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EEOC FY

1993 Budget).

The Office of Program Operations oversees the field offices, which represent the center
of EEOC enforcement activity. The field offices receive and investigate complaints of
discrimination, and issue determinations of cause or
investigation,

tion has occurred,

If,

after conducting its

encourage the employer to eliminate voluntarily the alleged

will

it

unlawful employment

EEOC's

no cause.

EEOC determines that there is reasonable cause to believe that discriminapractice

by "conference,

efforts to obtain voluntary

any respondent named

compliance

and

in a charge,"

conciliation

fail, it

if successfiil,

may
may

and persuasion."'*

If

bring a civil action against

seek a variety of remedies,

including hiring, promotion, reinstatement, benefit restoration, backpay, front pay,

damages, and other affirmative

relief.

The Office of Federal Operations implements enforcement
Complaints of discrimination are investigated
process.

The complainant can

elect to

initially

in the Federal sector.

within each agency's internal

have a hearing before an

EEOC

EEO

administrative

judge, and the respective agency can then accept, reject, or modify the decision of the
administrative judge.
the Federal agencies

Finally,

EEOC

handles any appeals from final determinations of

upon request of the complainant.

Budget Analysis
Even though

its

staffing provided for

EEOC

workload has increased dramatically since

EEOC

more complaints than

received 34,961

percent.

have declined steadily over

FY

FY

1994,

1981, an increase of 62

FY 1094, EEOC had 526 fewer FTEs than in 1981, a decrease
FY 1995 appropriation was 2.1 percent below the FY 1981

The

appropriation in real spending

power

Overall, funding provided for

spending power,

dropped sharply

FY

received in

1981, funding and

Conversely, in

of 16 percent.

by

it

FY

same period. In

that

fell

(see figures 9 and 10).

EEOC

FY

between

1981 and

7.4 percent (see tables 18 and 19).

initially,

by 9 percent

in real

terms between

1989 had risen substantially, although

still

FY

1989, in real

The resources requested

FY

below the

1981 and

FY

FY

1982, but

1981 level.

The

resources appropriated by Congress, however, augmented the budget requests in the early

1980s, but by

FY

1989 provided far

less

funding than requested.

The

early reversal of

funding increases, compounded by the later congressional reductions, resulted in a

reduced staffing level for

388 FTEs over the

'*

"

FY

EEOC. The FTE

level in

1981 level (see table 20).

29 C.F.R. S 1601.24(a) (1993).
Id. S 1601.27.
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FY

1989 was 2,970, a reduction of
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TABL£18
BEOC Fundng
(In

History

current dollars)

Year

TABLE 20

This number began to tumble, and by
the

number of cases

strikingly,

in

FY

1989 was

at 16.8 percent.

At the same time,

which a no cause determination was issued began

from 29.4 percent

in

FY

1981 to 54.2 percent in

FY

In addition to reduced staffing, budgetary constraints also affected
to conduct effective litigation
travel, training,

and

to rise just as

1989.

EEOC's

ability

and investigations, by reducing resources available for

litigation support.

For example,

in

FY

1985,

EEOC

was spending

on average $7,800 per case for litigation expenses. In the face of soaring litigation costs
though, by FY 1990, EEOC was able to allocate only $4,375 per case for litigation."
Similarly, in
to

by

$30 per

FY

FY

case.

1990

this

1985

EEOC spent $40 per case on travel. By FY 1990, this was down
FY 1985, $114 per person was spent for staff training, but

Finally, in

amount had dwindled

to

$17 per person."

These resources provide the heart of an effective enforcement program. Staff must
receive adequate training to remain knowledgeable about the current status of the laws

they enforce and to maintain efficiency in processing and investigating complaints.

Without sufficient resources for

travel

and

litigation, investigators

deprived of the basic tools for enforcement.
ability to settle

and conciliate cases.

A

and attorneys are

These deficiencies also

strong enforcement

affect

EEOC's

program provides the

incentive for parties to reach a satisfactory conciliation agreement, thus increasing the
efficient resolution

TABLE 22

of charges.

The resources requested

for

EEOC

from

FY

1989 to

FY

rose

1993,

from

$194,624,000 to $242,845,000, an increase of 8 percent in constant dollars (see tables
18 and 19), The resources actually appropriated by Congress rose almost as much,
increasing 6 percent in real spending

however, continued to

FTE

fall,

power from

from 2,970

in

FY

level did represent an increase over the

As noted

FY

1989

FY

previously, the greatest increase in

to

1989 to

FY 1993. The FTE level,
FY 1993. The FY 1993

2,831 in

1992

level,

adding 40 FTEs.

EEOC's enforcement

responsibilities

occurred in the early 1990s with passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 and the

Americans with

Disabilities

The workload

Act of 1990.

also

was

affected

by

the

implementation of revised regulations governing Federal sector complaint processing,^

and external

factors,

such as the heightened public awareness of sexual harassment.

The resources provided
been inadequate

RGURE
EEOC,

for

EEOC since the imposition of these additional duties have

to handle the rapidly increasing caseload (see frgure 11).

11

Staffing,

Canvbints Received, Resolved, and Baddogged, 1981-1994

IndM

110

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

FIscol yaars

'*'FTE

laval

LJComplalnts racalvad LJComplaints rstolved

Q Complaint backlog

1981 > 100; FTE*, 3,3S8; compiainti racalvad, 93,700; complaints raaolvad, 71,600; backog, 4«,300.
Data do not Include Fadaral aactor complaints.

" See 29 U.S.C. S9 1614 et tcq. (1993). The revised regulatioiu were efTective Oa. 1, 1992 and institiitcd
mandatory time frame* for Federal agencies to process EEC complaints. As agencies processed complaints more
quickly, or did not process complaints within the required 180 days, the number of requests for hearings and appeals
received by

EEOC

increased.
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Congress provided no extra funding

to

EEOC

in

FY

1992 for implementation of the

Civil Rights Act of 1991.^' Fiscal year 1993 marked the first fiill year of enforcement
of the new provisions of both the CRA and the ADA, and the FY 1993 budget requested

an increase of $32.6 million over the

FY

1992 enacted level of funding.

Of that amount,

Congress only appropriated an increase of $10.7 million over the FY 1992 level, $23
million less than requested. The funds provided in FY 1993 covered increases in salaries

and benefits and mandatory expenses such as rent and postage, but did not provide for

250 additional FTEs.^
Over this same period, the number of complaints received by EEOC has skyrocketed,
increasing by 48 percent between FY 1989 and FY 1993. In FY 1993, receipts from the
private sector increased 22 percent over FY 1992, and requests for hearings in the
Federal sector increased 28.6 percent over FY 1992 (see tables 21 and 23).
the requested

Of
the

the 87,942 receipts in

ADA. Even

1989

to 97.1 in

as the

FY

FY

1993, 15,274 or 17 percent were charges filed under
cases resolved per investigator rose, from 79 in

number of

FY

1993, (see table 24), the staffing level has been unable to handle the

mounting workload. Consequently, the pending inventory of cases has increased by 59
percent between

FY

1989 and

than doubled between

FY

charges per investigator.^
also, nearly doubling

FY

1993, and the average caseload per investigator more

1990 and

FY

1994, from 51.3 charges per investigator to 122

The pending inventory

FY 1989
for EEOC

between

and

FY

in Federal sector

enforcement grew

1993.

FY 1993. The
FY 1994 was 96,945
charges, an increase of 33 percent over the FY 1993 level. EEOC projects that it will
receive 99,139 complaints from the private sector in FY 1996.^ During FY 1994, the
pending inventory in Federal enforcement also increased another 39 percent over the FY
1993 level. EEOC estimates that it will receive over 23,000 requests for hearings and
appeals in FY 1996.^
The FY 1995 budget request sought $245,720,000 for EEOC, an increase of 1.7
percent in constant dollars over the FY 1994 request and an increase of 3.9 percent over
The workload demands

have continued to grow since

pending inventory in private sector enforcement

*'

at the

end of

U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on the Departments of Commerce, Justice and State, the Judiciary and

Departmenu ofConanerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary,
and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1993, 102d Cong., 2d Sess., 1992, p. 621 (testimony of Evan J. Kemp,
Chainnan, U.S. Equal Employment Opportimity Commission) (hereafter cited as EEOC FY 1993 Appropriation*
Related Agencies of the Committee on Appropriations,

Hearing).

°

U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on the Departments of Commerce, Justice and State, the Judiciary and

Related Agencies of the Committee on Appropriations, Departments of Commerce, Justice,

and Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 1994, 103d Cong.,

1st Sess.,

and

Slate, the Judiciary,

1993, p. 180 (hereafter cited as

EEOC FY

1994

Appropriations Hearing).

»

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Fiscal Year 1996 Budget Request,

1996 Budget).
»•

Bid.

*»

Ibid, at 61-62.

at 60.
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p.

7

(hereafter cited as

EEOC FY

TABLE 23

pending inventory by boosting quantitative measures of productivity or streamlining
processes

may come

at the

expense of the quality of services.

In

FY

1994 there were

97.8 resolutions per investigator, translating into about 2 days of investigation per
charge.

It is

hard to imagine that any reduction in time spent per investigation could be

an improvement in enforcement.

Congress must provide

handle the increased enforcement responsibilities
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it

EEOC

has imposed.

with adequate staff to

CHAPTERS
Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, Department of

Housing and Urban Development
Since the establishment of the Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD)

in 1965,* equal opportunity in housing has been an important

agency's work.

Under

component of the

the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity,

the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity

(FHEO)

exercises a broad range of

authority in matters relating to fair housing.

Enforcement Authority

FHEO's

fair

chronologically:

housing enforcement powers derive firom several sources, listed here
(1) President

Kennedy's Executive Order 11063 relating

opportunity in federally financed housing;^ (2) Title
(3)

Tide

Civil Rights

to equal

Act of 1964;'

Vm of the Civil Rights Act of 1968;* (4) section 3 of the Housing and Urban

Development Act of 1968;*
section 109 of Title I of the

Age

VI of the

(5) section

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973;*

Housing and Community Development Act of

Discrimination Act of 1975;* (8) the Housing and

1987;' (9) the Fair Housing

Amendments Act of

(6)

1974;'' (7) the

Community Development Act of

1988;'° (10) Title

n

of the Americans

with Disabilities Act of 1990;" and (11) President Clinton's Executive Order 12892
providing for

HUD

coordination of certain fair housing efforts."

The majority of FHEO's
Title

civil rights responsibilities lie in its authority to

vm of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

Title

Vm,

enforce

as originally enacted, prohibited

discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin in the sale or
rental,

provision of brokerage services,

responsibility

or financing of housing, and placed the

and authority for administering the act with the Secretary of

HUD. The

Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 added "sex" as a jurisdictional basis

'

Department of Housing and Urban Development Act, Pub. L. No. 89-174, 79

Stat.

667

(codified at

42 U.S.C. §§

3531-3S41 (1988)).
'

Exec. Order No. 11,063, 3 C.F.R. i 652 (1962), as amended by Exec. Order No. 12,259, 3 C.F.R. S 2307

42 U.S.C. S 3608 (1988).
42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d-2000d-7 (1988).
42 U.S.C. S§ 3601-3619 (1988).
Pub. L. No. 90-448, 82 Stat. 476 (codified at 12 U.S.C. 9 1701u (Supp. 1994)).
29 U.S.C. S 794 (1988).
Pub. L. No. 93-383, 88 Stat. 649 (codified at 42 U.S.C. S 5309 (1988)).
42 U.S.C. SS 6101-6107 (1988).

(1981), reprinted in
»
*
'
•
^
'

'

Pub. L. No, 100-242. 101

Stat.

" 42 U.S.C. S9 3601-3619. 3631

1815 (1987).
(1988).

42 U.S.C. SS 12131-12165 (Supp. 1994).
" Exec. Order No. 12892, 59 Fed. Reg. 2939 (1994).
•'
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to the Fair

Under

Housing Act."

Vin, as

Title

originally

investigate complaints

FHEO

enacted,

limited authority to enforce the fair housing proscriptions.

It

had

could receive and

from aggrieved persons alleging discriminatoiy housing

practices,

and seek voluntary compliance "by informal methods of conference, conciliation, or persuasion."" If such efforts proved unsuccessful, FHEO would notify the complainant,

who

could then

file

a

civil action in

any State or Federal court.

ments Act of 1988, the enforcement responsibilities of

The amendments
discrimination

increased the coverage of Title

on the

basis of disability

enforcement available to

FHEO

FHEO

itself

could not

With the passage of the Fair Housing Amend-

bring any kind of enforcement action.

FHEO

VUI

and familial

expanded dramatically."

to include the prohibition

status,

of

and enlarged the means of

by adding administrative and

judicial proceedings.

Pursuant to statutory authority" and presidential Executive orders,"

FHEO

also

has the responsibility to ensure nondiscrimination without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, disability, familial status, national origin,

receive Federal financial assistance.

programs or

activities to

regulations apply."

The

which, at

Current
least,

its

and age in programs and

HUD

regulations

Title VI, section 504,

Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987

and section 109

expanded the reach of

the Office's authority regarding equal opportunity in federally assisted
activities relating to

Pursuant to the regulations of the Attorney General,

all

units of State

programs available without regard
to

programs and

housing and urban development.

for the enforcement of certain aspects of Title

which requires

activities that

over 35 statutory

list

HUD is the designated

U of the Americans

and local government to make
to

an individual's

disability.

HUD the duty to implement this directive with respect to all

agency

with Disabilities Act,

The

their services

and

regulations assign

"programs, services, and

regulatory activities relating to state and local public housing, and housing assistance and
referral.""

FHEO also is responsible

Housing and Urban
employment and other economic
and business concerns in the area in which

for the enforcement of section 3 of the

Development Act of 1968,^ which seeks

to provide

opportunities for the low-income residents

HUD-financed projects are being planned or constructed. In 1992, Congress

substantial-

" 42 U.S.C. i 5309(a) (1988).
" 42 U.S.C. § 3610(a) (1988).
^ The Fair Homing AmcndmenU became effective on March 12, 1989.
'•
See, e.g.. Title VI of the CivU Rights Act of 1964. 42 U.S.C. 5§ 2000d-2000d-7 (1988); Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. { 794 (1988); Section 109 of the Housing and Community Development Act
of 1974, 42 U.S.C. } 5309 (1988); and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, 42 U.S.C. S§ 6101-6107 (1988).
" See, e.g.. Exec. Order No. 11,063, 3 C.F.R. S 652 (1962), as amended by Exec. Order No. 12,259, 3 C.F.R. {
301 (1988), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. S 3608 (1988); Exec. Order No. 12,892. 59 Fed. Reg. 2939 (1994).
•»
See 24 C.F.R. Part 1, App. A; Part 8, App. A (1993).
" 28 C.F.R. S 35.190(b)(4) (1993).

"

12 U.S.C. S 1701U (Supp. 1994).
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ly

amended section 3, including the extension of coverage to "very low-income perThe provision applies broadly to all HUD "housing and community develop-

sons."^'

ment programs"

that receive Federal financial assistance.^

FHEO

Finally,

prepares rules and regulations to govern the enforcement of

nondiscrimination requirements relating to housing and urban development, and performs
coordination functions in the area of equal opportunity in housing and urban develop-

ment.

In January 1994, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12892,^

HUD's

expanded

directive to coordinate enforcement efforts

among Federal

which

agencies

administering programs or activities relating to housing and urban development.

Enforcement Procedures

FHEO
injured

from any person who claims to have been

investigates complaints received

by a discriminatory housing practice or believes

Those Tide Vin complaints

that

that fall within the jurisdiction

an injury

is

about to occur.

of substantially equivalent

State or local agencies are referred to those agencies for initial processing.

investigatory period,
issues

FHEO engages

During the

end of the investigation,

a determination indicating whether reasonable cause exists to believe that

discrimination has occurred.
to

in conciliation, and, at the

have the matter resolved

If reasonable cause is found,

in Federal court

through a

any of the parties may

HUD referral

elect

to the Civil Rights

Division at the Department of Justice. If no party opts for a judicial determination, then
the charge

is

resolved through the

awarding actual damages, equitable

HUD
relief,

administrative process which could result in

a

civil penalty, costs,

and attorney fees."

FHEO also conducts investigations and compliance reviews to enforce the provisions
Age Discrimination Act of 1975, section 109 of Tide I of
Community Development Act of 1974, section 3 of the Housing and

of Tide VI, section 504, die
the Housing and

Urban Development Act of 1968, the Americans with
Order 11063.

If

a violation

financial assistance,

or

if

is

found,

HUD

may

Disabilities Act,

and Executive

refuse to approve an application for

the proceedings involve a current recipient,

HUD

may

terminate, refuse to continue funding, or take other appropriate measures.

FHIP and

FHAP

FHEO's

fair

housing duties also include the administration of two funding assistance

programs, the Fair Housing Assistance Program (FHAP) and the Fair Housing

Program (FHIP).
activities

U.

FHAP

Initiatives

provides financial assistance to supplement the enforcement

of State and local enforcement agencies that have been certified as providing

§ 1701u(b).

Id.

Exec. Order No. 12892, 59 Fed. Reg. 2939 (1994).
See 42 U.S.C. }§ 3601-3612 (Supp. 1994).
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and the

rights, remedies, procedures,

availability

of judicial review that are substantially

equivalent to that provided in the Fair Housing Act.^

Administration of FHAP requires

FHEO to make determinations as

to

whether State

and local agencies are substantially equivalent. This often involves onsite review and
evaluation by FHEO staff. Passage of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988
affected the status of

FHAP

agencies, which

were given

imtil

September 1992 to bring

their laws and procedures into conformance with the Fair Housing Act.

agencies with certification,

FHEO

staff

participated at meetings, and reviewed proposed legislation.
lost

their

certification.

In

approximately

1990,

To

assist

provided training, issued written guidelines,

Many

agencies, however,

125 agencies were certified as

The number of agencies qualifying in 1993 was 52.
The Fair Housing Office also administers the Fair Housing Initiatives Program
(FHIP). FHIP was authorized by the Housing and Community Development Act of
substantially equivalent.

1987," which provided for the execution of grants, contracts, or cooperative agreements with State or local government agencies, public or private nonprofit organizations,
institutions, or other entities that are formulating or carrying out programs to prevent or
eliminate discriminatory housing practices."
tinct areas: administrative
fair

housing organization,^

expanded the provisions

Initiative

funding

is

provided in four dis-

enforcement, education and outreach, private enforcement, and

The Housing and Community Development Act of 1992^
establish fair housing
of FHIP, adding initiatives to:

organizations in unserved and imderserved areas and build the capacity of existing fair

housing organizations; establish a national media campaign for dissemination of
housing information; and create an annual National Fair Housing

fair

Month program

component.

Budget Analysis

FHEO reflects a 44 percent increase, in real
FY 1995 appropriation a 36 percent increase
over the FY 1981 appropriation (see figure 12). Similarly, the FY 1996 request would
provide 102 more FTEs than available in FY 1981, an increase of 16 percent (see
Overall, the

terms, over the

FY
FY

1996 budget request for

1981 request, and the

figure 13).

^

Agencies receive capacity building fundi

in their first

and second years of participation

in the

program. After the

second year, they become 'contributions agencies* and are eligible to receive case processing and administrative cost
assistance.

5e« 24 C.P.R. {§111.101-111.123(1993).

* 42 U.S.C. S 3616a (Supp. 1994).
" This authorizing legislation was enacted

in

February 1988, and funds were

first

appropriated in the

Appropriations Act.

" See 24 C.F.R. SS 125.201-125.403 (1993).
" Pub. L. No. 102-SSO, S 905b. 106 Stat. 3672

(codified at

SO

42 U.S.C. S 3616a (Supp. 1994)).

FY

1989
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1992

1993 1994 1B9S 1996

FY 1981 budget request sought substantial increases for FHEO, requesting a
FTE level of 666, which represented an additional 93 FTEs and $3.8 million.

The
total

These resources were needed to handle an increased workload under Title
continue a strategy begun

in

Vm and to

1979 to process complaints more effectively, focus on

systemic discrimination and increase monitoring and technical assistance."
staffing during

projected
initial

FY

FY

FTE level was

FTE usage

reduced, and actual

FY

during

FTEs. The

requested from

FY

FTE level

actual

1981 to

FY

for

FY

1982 was 603. Overall, resources

1989 increased from $23 million to $31 million, but

adjusting for inflation, real spending

jwwer

fell

by 2.4 percent during

this period (see

25 and 26).

The

staffing level for

FHEO

After reaching a low of 545

overall fell 1.3 percent

FTEs

in

FY

from

FY

1981 to

1987, staffing rebounded to 625

FY

TABLE 25
HUD/FHEO Funding

History (Salaries and Expenses)^

current dollars)

Year
1981

Prestdenf s request

Congressional appropriation

1989.

FTEs by FY

1989 (see table 27).

(In

The

1981 was 633. The

1982 budget requested $24 million and 669 FTEs, but was revised to $22.6

million and 631

tables

Actual

1981, though, was affected by newly imposed hiring limitations.

Actual obCgations

TABLE 26
HUD/FHEO FuncSng
(In

1987

Year
1981

History (Salaries and Expenses)

millions of constant dollars)

President's request

Congressional appropriation
29.1

Actual obGgations

27.0
26.6
25.5
25.8
27.2
26.7
25.9
28.2
30.2
33.0
35.0
36.7
37.6
38.5

26.3
26.5
27.6
27.9
26.6
28.4
27.7
34.6
35.1
36.1

36.8
38.8
39.9
39.6

TABLE 27
HUD/FHEO

Staffing History^

Year

1989
1990

FTE level
625
697

1991

1992
1993
1994
1995*
1996*
^

Beginning

in

FY 1 983, HUD

started using

FTEs as a

unit of

measurement

740
724
729
750
727
735
in staffing analysis, rather

staff years.

FTE =

full-time equivalent positions

Staff years
•

Estimate

= FTE and overtime and

and part-time and temporary positions.
terminal leave.

than

TABLE 28
HUD/FHEO

Title VIII

Complaint History

2.864
2,326
4,665
4,642
4,112
4,155

4,209
5,112
4,551 •
4,642*
4.882*
4,157*
4,200*
4,658*
6.275
7,746
8,487
9,153
10.068
9.542
11.000
11,000

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994
1995*
1996*
•

Complaints dosed

Complaints received

Year
1981

4,191

4,682
4,943
7,063
8,487
9,153
8.449
7,634
11,000
11,000

Estimate

The number of

Title

Vm

complaints received and processed during this period

remained relatively stable (see table 28), but because of reduced

staff,

the

number of

compliance reviews conducted under Title VI, section 504, section 109, and the Age
Discrimination Act declined steadily.

FY

conducted; by

The most

In

FY

1981, 549 compliance reviews were

1988, this number had fallen to 80."

substantial increase in the

workload for

FHEO

occurred with passage of

Amendments Act of 1988. The initial implementation of FHAA was
funded by an approved reprogramming of 28 FTEs and $2.8 million, and a supplement
of $2 million and 18 FTEs.'^ In FY 1990, an additional $6.9 million and 108 FTEs
the Fair Housing

were requested
program

areas.

to fund implementation

The

less than requested

of

FHAA

actual appropriation in

FY

and to increase enforcement

in other

1990, however, was nearly $5 million

and supported 55 fewer FTEs. Between

FY

1991 and

FY

1994, the

See U.S. DqMitment of Housing and Uiban Development, Fair Hoiuing and Equal Opportunity, FY 1983 Salaries
and Ej^enses. p. 17 (hcreafier cited as HUD/FHEO FY 1983 Budget); HUD/FHEO FY 1990 Budget, p. 23.
^ U.S. Department of Housing and Uiban Development, Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, FY 1990 Salaries and
Expenses, p. 2. (hereafter cited as HUD/FHEO FY 1990 Budget). Actual obligations for FY 1989 were lower than
*'

originally projected

due to the delay

in the supplemental appropriation for implementation

of Housing and Urban Development, Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity,
(hcreafier cited as

HUD/FHEO FY

1991 Budget).

54

FY

of FHAA. U.S. Department

1991 Salaries and Ejqtenses,

p. 2.

TABLE 29
HUD/FHEO
Year

Staffing

1988-1994
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TABLE 31
HUD/FHEO Held
Year

1988
1989
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994

Staffing

1988-1994

Fair housing

enforcement

Program compCanca

142
167
271
295
309

343
354

TABLE 32
HUD/FHEO Program CompCance Reviews 1987-1996^
Year

127
131

83
95
82
83
84

TABLE 33
FAIR HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (FHAP) FUNDING HISTORY
(In

current dollars)

Year

1981

$26 million was requested and appropriated, and for FY 1996, the Clinton administration
requests

$30 million

for the program.

TABLE 35
Fair
(In

Housing

Initialives

Program (FHIP) Fuming History

current dollars)

Year

1986

President's request

Congressional appropriation

Actual obligations

CHAPTER 6
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,

Department of Labor
1965, President Johnson issued Executive Order 11246,' directing Federal

In

departments and agencies to include nondisciimination and affirmative action require-

ments

in

all

Federal contracts, including federally assisted construction contracts.

Pursuant to that direction, the Secretary of Labor created the Office of Federal Contract

Compliance as an organizational
antecedents: a fair

employment

the eve of the Second

Department of Labor.^ The Office had two

unit in the

practices committee that President Roosevelt created

World War and

the President's

on
Committee on Equal Employment

Opportunity established in 1961,^ which Executive Order 11246 abolished.

Initially,

enforcement was carried out by the various contracting agencies, under the oversight of

OFCCP.

In 1978 President Carter consolidated enforcement of the entire Federal

contract compliance
activities

of

11

program

agencies to

in the

Department of Labor, transferring the compliance

OFCCP.* The

Order 11246 are extensive. In

FY

obligations of the Office under Executive

1991, for example, the Federal Government contract-

ed with about 250,000 suppliers employing over 28 million workers under contracts

worth approximately $191

billion.*

Enforcement Authority
The enforcement authority of

OFCCP

Executive Order 11246, and the scope of
Executive Order

on the bases of

1

encompasses several
tiiat

statutes in addition to

authority has expanded over the years.

1246, as amended, requires affirmative action and nondiscrimination

race, color, religion, sex,

and national origin by covered government

contractors and federally assisted constiiiction contractors.

In 1972, Congress extended

the nondiscrimination and affirmative action requirements for Federal contractors to

include Vietnam-era and special disabled veterans.' In the next year, section 503 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973' added a requirement that covered government contractors

engage

in nondiscrimination

and affirmative action for qualified "handicapped individu-

Exec. Order No. 11246, 3 C.F.R. i 339 (1964-65), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. } 2000c note (1988).
The name of the office was later changed to the OfCce of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP),
current title.
'

'

'
*
'

its

Exec. Order No. 10925 (1961); 3 C.F.R. { 448 (1959-1963).
Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46501 (1978).
Office

of Federal Coniract Compliance Programs: Director's Report (FY 1991),

p.

20

(hereafter cited as

FY

1991 Director's Report).

Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-540, S 503(a), 86
(codified at 38 U.S.C. §§ 2011-2013 (1988)).
' 42 U.S.C.
§ 794 (1988).
*
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Stat.

1074, 1097

als."*

OFCCP also

was given

duties with respect to enforcing certain provisions of the

Immigration Refonn and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA)' and Tide
Disabilities

Act of 1990.*°

responsibility

for

Additionally, in 1990,

enforcing the

EEO

OFCCP

of the Americans with
was assigned to share

I

requirements in apprenticeship and training

Finally, OFCCP is
programs with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training."
responsible for reviewing employers' policies and practices for adherence with the

provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993," and referring any apparent
violation to the

Wage and Hour

Division of

DOL.
by OFCCP are related to the size
Under Executive Order 11246, Federal

The jurisdictional thresholds for the laws enforced
of the employer's contract and workforce.
contractors are covered

by the

antibias

and affirmative action prohibitions

if

they have

a contract for more than $10,000, or if they have several contracts whose aggregate value
is more than $10,000. In addition, if they have 50 or more employees and a contract of
$50,000 or more, they must prepare and annually update a written affirmative action
program (AAP). Special rules apply to construction contractors, who are prohibited from
discriminating and must take specified affirmative action steps if they have a contract in

With respect

excess of $10,000.

to disability discrimination,

coverage attaches with a

single contract in excess of $10,000, and for the disabled and

50 employees and a $50,000 contract

is

Enforcement Procedures
The enforcement activities of OFCCP

required.

letters

contractors with

focus primarily in four areas: (1) conducting

compliance reviews and investigating complaints;

and

Vietnam era veterans

Under both laws,
must maintain written AAPs.

program, a contract of $10,000 or more

(2) negotiating

compliance agreements

of commitment, and monitoring contractor compliance therewith;

(3)

providing technical assistance to aid contractor understanding of and compliance with
Federal nondiscrimination requirements; and (4) recommending enforcement actions to
the Solicitor of

DOL,

its

chief legal officer."

The majority of enforcement time

devoted to complaint investigations and compliance reviews.
cannot be achieved,

OFCCP

the conti-actor;

refer the matter to the Solicitor of

(b)

If voluntary

is

compliance

has several options: (a) continue conciliation efforts with

Labor

to institute formal,

administrative enforcement proceedings, or (c) refer the case to the Attorney General for

appropriate litigation."

*

*
'"

"

The 1992 araendmenU to

the Rehabilitation

Pub. L. No. 99-603, 100

Stat.

3359

Aa changed this tenninology to

(codified at scattered sections of

42 U.S.C. }§ 12111-12117 (Supp. 1994).
National Apprenticeship Act of 1937. 50 Stat. 664

(codified at

(1993).

" Pub. L. No. 103-3, 107 Stat. 6 (1993).
" FY 1991 Director's Report, p. 20.
" 41 C.F.R. 55 60-1. 26(a)(2). (c), (e) (1993).
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'qualified individual* with disabilities.*

U.S.C).

29 U.S.C. 55 50-50b (1988)); 29 C.F.R. Part 30

1

Other Activity

OFCCP also seeks to advance employment opportunities for protected classes through
special initiatives.
initiative,"

minorities and
8, 1991,

OFCCP

In 1989, for example, the Office formally began

its

"glass ceiling

an 18- month investigation into the causes of and solutions for the absence of

women

in

middle and upper levels of corporate management.

On August

Labor Secretary Martin released a publication summarizing the findings of the

On November

inquiry on the "glass ceiling."'^

21, 1991, Congress created a

21 -member, 4-year Glass Ceiling Commission to study the problem further and to report
its

and recommendations.'* The

findings, conclusions,

Commission was released

in

Budget Analysis
As noted above, Executive Order 12086
agencies in

OFCCP

steadily (see figures 16

OFCCP, and
and

17).

The

consequently the staffing level, have dropped

activity, the quality

and

conduct more systemic compliance reviews.

the

OFCCP during the 1980s fluctuated, but always remained
FY 1981 appropriation request (see tables 37 and 38).

"

A

Report of the Gtass Ceiling

'*

Section 203(a) of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 (Title

for

the Commission.

The Glass

Iruxiative,

Ceiling Act

is

1

Since that time, the

decline in funding and available

have affected the amount of compliance
ability to

of the Glass Ceiling

consolidated the compliance activities of

and transferred 1,274 full-time positions.

resources provided for

and the

final report

March 199S.

results

FTEs

appears to

of such

activity,

The resources requested
substantially lower than

U.S. Dcpt. of Labor (1991).
codified at

D

of which

is entitled

the "Glass Ceiling Act of 1991") created

42 U.S.C. { 2000c note (Supp. 1994).
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TABLE 37

The most significant decline occurred between the FY 1981 and FY 1982 budgets,
when combined reductions by the administration and Congress resulted in a FY 1982
appropriation that was 23 percent lower, in real terms, than the FY 1981 appropriation.
Although, in overall terms, appropriated resources declined 25 percent in real spending

power from

FY

1981 to

FY

only a 3 percent decline.

between

FY 1982 and FY 1989 represented
FTE usage level declined 35 percent

1989, the period between
Similarly, the actual

FY 1981 and FY 1989, although
FY 1982 (see table 39).

34 percent of

that fall occurred

between

FY

1981 and

Although the actual number of compliance reviews and complaint investigations
conducted by OFCCP rose during this period of decreased funding and staffing (see table
40), the effectiveness of such efforts suffered (see table 41).

TABLE 39

TABLE 41
OFCCP Backpay Recovered 1981-1995
Year

reduced to an average of 45 referrals between
funding and staff began to rebound after

over 100 in

FY

1988 and

FY

FY

1989.

TABLE 42
OFCCP Referrals to SoGdtor 1981-1994
Year

FY

1983 and

FY

1986 (see table 42). As

1986, so did the referral rate, climbing to

nCURE 18
DOUOFCCP Staffing,

Complaints Resolved, and Compianca Reviews, 1981-1994

1982

1981

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Fiscal yaors

""TTEi Lj Complaints

r«solv«d E—ICompllanea ravlaw*

1081 • 100; FTEs, 1,482; complainti raaelvad, 2,13S; compilanc* ravlaws, 3,13S.

eliminated.

As of

FY

1994, compliance officers had not received training for over 4

years.^

FY 1996, resources requested increased 1.3 percent in constant
FY 1996 request is still 33 percent lower, in real terms, than
the FY 1981 request. Resources appropriated by Congress between FY 1993 and FY
1995 increased only 0.4 percent in real spending power, and the FY 1995 appropriation
provided 30.3 percent less spending power than the FY 1981 appropriation. The 1996
budget request provides an increase of nearly $5 million over the FY 1995 appropriation,
From FY 1993

to the

dollars (see table 38).

The

or 5 percent in real terms, but will result in a decrease of 17 FTEs, as required by

Executive Order 12839.^'

The

additional funding will be targeted toward compliance

assistance, enforcement travel, litigation support, training for

managers, and

ADP

equipment.

This will allow

Ibid.

S8 Fed. Reg. S515 (1993).
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OFCCP

compliance officers and
to conduct

enforcement

activities outside

of district office

administrative enforcement."

OFCCP's

ability to

investigations.

reduction of

**

The

cities

and to continue to refer cases to the Solicitor for

However, the

fall in staffing will

FY 1996
FTE level.

predicted staffing level for

46 percent from the

FY

1981

U.S. Depaitment of Labor, Employmeot Standards Adminiitntion,

31-33 (hcrcafier cited a*

continue to hamper

conduct more comprehensive compliance reviews and complaint

OPCCP FY

1996 Budget).
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of 808 FTEs

OPCCP,

Salaries

still

represents a

and Eiqjensu FY 1996, pp.

CONCLUSION
Commission concluded

In 1982, the

low point

in

proposed

that "the

a disturbing trend of declining support for

FY

new

83 budget [was] a

enforcement. "* This

civil rights

current study demonstrates that both the President and the Congress have retreated from

provided for

their obligation to ensure that adequate resources are

civil rights enforce-

ment.^

number of full-time equivalent positions dedicated

Overall, the

enforcement declined by 19 percent from

FTE

would increase the
would

still

level

FY

1981 to

FY

FY 1996 budget
FY 1994 level, but

The

by 6.4 percent, or 389 FTEs, over the

1,067 FTEs, or 14.2 percent, below the

fall

to Federal civil rights

1994.

FY

More

1981 level.

specifically:

• While complaints

received by

FY

HHS/OCR

are projected to be 44 percent higher

FY 1981 level. Staff allocated
FY 1981 level.
for FY 1996 would be 120 percent

in

FY

to

compliance reviews would be just one-quarter the

1996 than

in

1981, staff would be half the

• At DOE/OCR, complaints
higher than the

• OFCCP's

FY

staff

receipts projected

1981 level, but staff would be 25 percent

under the

FY

less.

1996 budget would be 46 percent of the

FY

1981

level.

• The
critical.

situation for the

The

higher than
level,

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

number of complaint
1981. However, the requested

projected

FY

assuming

that

Congress funds

had 526 fewer FTEs than

• FHEO's

staff

percent higher than the
percent, and

FY

FY

FY

staff

1981 level.

FTE level

FY

is still

is

1996

is

particularly

76 percent

below the
In

FY

FY 1981
EEOC

1994,

1981.
to

735 FTEs under the

1981 level. Yet Title

under the

FY

the requested positions.

program compliance complaints

• DOJ/CRD
the

in

would increase

all

receipts for

FY

1996 budget request, 16

VM complaints will have risen

will

have increased

1

16

substantially.

1996 budget request will be 40 percent higher than

However, over

that

same period,

the workload at the

CRD

has

undergone an enormous growth.
Thus, even though the workloads of the enforcement agencies have more than

doubled since

FY

With diminished

new civil rights
demand have lagged far behind.

1981, due primarily to the passage of major

legislation, the resources available to deal with the
staffs,

agencies cut back on comprehensive reviews, investigations, and

1982 Budget Report, p. 68.
See also Fair Housing Report, p. 221 (finding that 'resource* provided by Congress
well short of what is needed by HUD to carry out its new responsibilities.*).
'

'
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sjid the President

have

iallea

litigation, as resources

were focused on the growing complaint workload. Consequently,

fewer beneficiaries were assisted, as agencies were forced to take a reactive, instead of

a proactive, approach to

commitment on
of neglect, the

civil rights

enforcement.

Although

the part of Congress and the administration to

FY

1996 budget request

is

will take a significant
overcome the past years

it

a step in the right direcdon. As our National

leaders strive to reduce Federal spending and balance the budget, they must not

abandon

their responsibility to ensure that Federal civil rights

laws are fully and effectively

enforced and must remember that "[wje don't balance.

.the

.

budget or cut the deficit on

the backs of civil rights violations."'

U.S. CongrcM, Home, Subconnnittfr on the DepartmeaU of Commwce, Jurtice and State, the Judicuay »nd Related
Agenciea of the Comniinrr on Appropriations, Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and
'

Related Agencies Appropriations for 1994, 103d Cong., lit Sets., 1993, p. 141 (itatcincnt of Re^wcaentative Harold

Rogen).
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Statement of Mary Frances Beny, Chairperson, and
Cruz Reynoso, Vice Chairperson
This important report demonstrates that reduced funding and growing workloads

over the past 15 years have resulted
rights

in

diminished enforcement by key Federal

civil

enforcement agencies. The repon was approved by the Commission on June 20,

1995 (see attached

memo

Berry, Chairperson).

funding for

The

It is

civil rights

from Mary K. Mathews, Staff Director,

to

Mary Frances

by the Commission on

the first comprehensive assessment

enforcement since November 1983.

report demonstrates that our civil rights laws remain "unfunded mandates" that

desperately need adequate funding.

The

report uses the Carter administration as a

benchmark, continuing the analysis from the
that recent

last

Commission

report,

which had warned

budget reductions were threatening effective enforcement of our nation's

civil

rights laws.

The Commission recognizes
done numerous reports

the need for efficient deployment of resources and has

in the past

analyzing the efficiency of civil rights enforcement

agencies and continues to produce such studies. But the Commission also recognizes that

adequate resources must be provided to these agencies

in

mandates. The impact that inadequacy of resources has on

civil rights

not always be readily apparent.

remained relatively

stable.

Department of Education declined by

while complaint investigations and compliance reviews

As Michael Williams,

Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights

during the Bush administration noted, in such circumstances,

enforcement that

The
issue nor

failed to

it

is

the quality of the

suffers.

provision of adequate resources for civil rights enforcement
is it

demonstrates

based

enforcement may

For example, between 1981 and 1989, funding and

staffing at the Office for Civil Rights at the

approximately 30 percent,

order to carry out their

a question of targeting individual administration

that,

on a bipartisan

basis, successive presidents

is

not a partisan

officials.

This report

and the Congress have

provide the resources necessary to ensure that prohibitions against discrimination

on

race,

color,

religion,

sex,

age,

disability,

administration of justice are fully and effectively enforced.
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national

origin,

or

in

the

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
WASHINGTON.

C

2042S

OFFICE OF STAFF OIRECTOfl

June 21, 1995

MEMORANDUM FOR MARY FRANCES BERRY
Chairperson
SUBJECT:

Poll
Vote
on
Funding
Enforcement Report

Federal

Civil

Rights

This is to provide you with a written summary of the approval
process for the report Funding Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
The report was approved 4-1, with 3 not voting, yesterday by the
usual procedure utilized by the Commission.
As you know, the
Commission agreed at the June 9, 1995 Commission meeting to take a
poll vote at a convenient time on this report,
since the
appropriations for these civil rights agencies would be subject to
important Congressional action before the next scheduled Commissioi
meeting.
.

I conducted the poll in accordance with Commission procedure, under
which polls in between meetings are the responsibility of the Staff
Director, as the full-time, day to day administrator of the agency.
Because the Commissioners are part-time and may be at any
geographical location, they are contacted by telephone to record
their vote.

The Commissioners received this report two weeks in advance of the
vote, and I provided 5 days notice of the date the poll would be
conducted.
As
in
other instances,
individual Commissioners
expressed a desire for a delay or made other suggestions which
would have prevented the polling from occuring. However, the poll
proceeded according to Commission policy that the Staff Director
implements a Commission decision to poll unless prevented by lack
of a quorum.
On June 20, 1995, polling day, a quorum of 5 of the 8 Commissioners
voted.
All Commissioners had a full opportunity to vote, and my
office communicated with every Commissioner except one, for whom
messages were left at his customary number.
The majority who
approved the report consisted of two Republican appointees and two
Democratic appointees.
As you know, it is not unusual for a report to be approved by less
than a majority of the total numJaer of Commissioners.
All
Commissioners may not be in attendance at a meeting or poll vote,
or some Commissioners may decide not to vote.
All that is needed
for the approval of a report is a quorum.
Since 1985, there have
been approximately 133 votes on Commission reports. State Advisory
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Committee reports and statements of policy. Of those 133 votes, 92
were conducted with 1 or more Commissioners not voting, either
because they were not present or because they chose not to vote,
and 16 were approved by 4 or fewer Commissioners.
In accordance with usual Commission practice, advance copies of the
report will be sent to the White House and to relevant
congressional committees for their information. Due to expected
press interest in the report, perhaps a press briefing would be
useful.
I am pleased to report the Commission's positive action to you on
this very important staff work product.

MARY'K. MATOEWS
Staff Director
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"

Statement of Commissioner Constance Homer*
The following statement was issued June 23, 1995, by Commissioners Carl A.
Anderson, Robert P. George, Constance Homer, and Russell G. Redenbaugh of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights:
"This report has been released prematurely. Three of the Commissioners on this
body were denied a proper opportunity to vote on this report on its merits. If all
Commissioners had been afforded an opportunity to vote, this report would not

have passed

in its current

Furthermore,

form.

this report is not

supported by four of the eight Commissioners. This

report has never obtained the approval of a majority of the Commissioners.

The Commissioners agreed that a poll vote would be taken at a time convenient to
all Commissioners.
This was not done. Moreover, a written request by four of
the Commissioners to Chairperson Mary Frances Berry for an opportunity for all
Commissioners to discuss this report in order to achieve a consensus was rejected
before the vote was taken.
The Commission

is

mandated by

statue to appraise Federal laws

its

and policies

with respect to discrimination or denial of equal protection of the laws and to

submit

its

reports and findings to Congress and the President.

circumstances,

the

Commission has

failed

to

fulfill

its

Under these

mandate.

In

complaints to be forwarded to appropriate members of Congress today,
asking

that

Congress

not

accept

this

Commissioners have had an opportunity

report

to vote

on

for

consideration

formal

we

until

are
all

it.

According to Commissioners Carl A. Anderson and Russell G. Redenbaugh, who have
in the past. Commissioners have always been

been on the Commission since 1990,

afforded a reasonable period of time to cast votes on telephone polls.

was denied

This opportunity

in this instance.

Commissioner Homer asked that this statement be included for herself and Commissioners Anderson, George and
However, the Staff Director received no confirmation from Commissioners Anderson, George, and
Redenbaugh that they desired the inclusion of this statement.
*

Redenbaugh.
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Statement of Commissioner Carl A. Anderson
In

my

opinion this report should be regarded as preliminary and

its

release

is

premature.

Regarding the procedures followed in the "adoption" of this report, let me say that
which was taken on Tuesday, June 20, was to be taken at a time
"convenient" to all Commissioners.
Apparently this was not done since one
Commissioner was traveling and unable to vote and repeated requests that he be so
the telephone poll

Four Commissioners requested in a memorandum that
by the Commission and
differences perhaps resolved. On Tuesday I requested that the time of the poll vote be
extended to afford the one Commissioner who was traveling the opportunity to vote and
that the report could be discussed. No action was taken on these three memoranda. The
most charitable conclusion I can draw from these events is that the vote on this report
was very confused and had all members of the Commission been present and voting the
report would not have passed in its current form.
In my opinion, the Commission did not act responsibly in releasing the report or
forwarding it to the Congress under these circumstances. For my own part I will no
longer agree to a vote of the Commission by telephone poll, nor will I participate in a
vote on a report in which there has been no opportunity for discussion by the
Commission.

accommodated were

unavailing.

the vote be delayed in order that the report could be discussed

This report raises a number of useful questions for current budget considerations,

perhaps the most important of which

During the

question.

last

is

what

I

would describe as the unfunded mandates

decade, the Congress has enacted major

new

civil rights

which among other laws includes the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987,
the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990,
and the Civil Rights Act of 1991. Yet the Congress has appeared to enact these laws
with little regard for the added enforcement responsibilities they place on all levels of
government and especially those of Federal agencies.
I had hoped that this report would encourage an indepth examination of this issue
by both the Congress and the administration. Unfortunately, due to the procedures
followed in its "adoption" by the Commission and unanswered questions left in the report
legislation,

must conclude that it will not realize its potential in this regard.
Regarding the substantive aspects of the report, I believe that the conclusions which
I believe that this view
it reaches are not adequately supported by the body of the report.
of the report's conclusions is shared by three of my colleagues, resulting in four of the
itself, I

eight

Commissioners who are not

in favor

of the report's general conclusion, namely,
from their obligation to ensure

"that both the President and the Congress have retreated
that

adequate resources are provided for

civil rights

enforcement" (page 118) or that

current proposals to balance the budget or cut the deficit are doing so "on the backs of
civil rights violations"

My

(page 120).

principal disagreement with the conclusions of the report stems from the

assumption prevailing throughout the text that a reduction in Federal dollars necessarily
means a reduction in the ability of the affected agency to maintain a sufficient level of
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enforcement performance.

I

am

also concerned

that

the report assumes

without

discussion that the funding and staffing levels proposed during the last year of the Carter

administration are an accurate

budget levels.

I

benchmark by which

to

judge the adequacy of subsequent
is either verifiable or even

seriously question whether that assumption

Furthermore, while

helpful to present policy discussions.

it is

generally recognized that

there are substantial inefficiencies in the provision of services and other activities carried

out by government at the national level, this report assumes that no such inefficiencies
exist in the Federal

Government's

civil

rights

enforcement

activities.

I

find that

assumption unwarranted.

For example, in the section of the report dealing with the Office of Civil Rights of
Department of Education one finds on page 12 that the President's FY 1981 request
of $60 million and FY 1981 appropriation of $60 million was reduced in FY 1989 to a
presidential request of only $38.2 million which was again matched by a congressional
appropriation of approximately $38.5 million— slightly more than what the President
the

The decrease

requested.

in

funding between these 2 years amounted to more than a one-

third decline.

On page

15 of the report

dramatically from an

FY

1981

we find that DOE/OCR staffing levels declined almost as
FTE level of 1,099 to a FY 1989 FTE level of 789.

we

consider the impact of this considerable funding and staffing difference
by performance, as recorded on page 17 of the report, we find virtually no
1981 saw 2,889 complaints received, 1989 saw 2,840
impact on agency workflow:
complaints received; 1981 saw 3,321 complaints closed, 1989 saw 3,207 complaints
closed; and 1981 saw 136 compliance reviews begun while 138 compliance reviews were
begun in 1989. Virtually identical performance at a time when funding had been cut by
$22 million and staffing by 310 FTEs.
Findings such as these in the body of the report cause me to question the report's
conclusion that "the reductions in funding and staff continue to undermine our national

Yet

if

as measured

enforcement of

The

civil rights."

section of the report regarding the Office of Civil Rights at the

Health and

Human

Services, that

is,

Department of

pages 30-31, indicates that during the Clinton

administration the presidential requests for decreases in levels of both funding and

were greater than during the Bush administration. When considered in 1987
FY 1989 Bush administration request of $18.7 million was identical
to its FY 1993 request.
However, under President Clinton we anticipate a reduction
from that $18.7 million mark to $15.7 million in FY 1996. Staffing levels are also
projected to drop during President Clinton's term in office by 35 FTEs while during the
4 years of the Bush administration there was a reduction of 32 FTEs from 1989 to 1993.
Moreover, if one measures the subsequent funding reductions requested by the
Reagan administration not against the FY 1981 presidential request of $31.1 million but
against what the Congress actually appropriated for FY 1981, that is, measured against
only $25.3 million, then the average annual reduction under the 8 years of the Reagan
administration amounted to an average of $825,000 per year.
In other words, the
average annual reduction under President Reagan was only $75,000 more per year than
the average annual reduction projected through 1996 under the Clinton administration.
staffing

constant dollars, the
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It is also significant that in every year except one during the two terms of the
Reagan administration the actual congressional appropriation for HHS/OCR was equal
to or less than what President Reagan requested and in the one year in which the
Congress exceeded the Reagan administration request, it did so by only $100,000.
During the period of time reviewed by this report I had the opportunity to work

Human Services: Richard Schweiker, an
Act of 1964, Margaret Heckler, an original
cosponsor of the Equal Rights Amendment, and Dr. Lx)uis Sullivan.
From my
knowledge of these three individuals I do not think it is fair to characterize them as
consciously abandoning or retreating from civil rights enforcement while they served as
head of that department. Rather, I would suggest that what is involved in the budget
process is more complicated than the conclusion of this report suggests.
For these reasons and others I am unable to join with my four colleagues who
support the issuance of this report in its present form.
personally with three Secretaries of Health and
original cosponsor of the Civil Rights

us COVrRNMCNT
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